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PUSHING CONSTRAINT SELECTIONS* 

DIVESH SRIVASTAVA AND RAGHU RAMAKRISHNAN 

D Bottom-up evaluation of a program-query pair in a constraint query 
language often computes only ground facts. Constraints do not contribute 
to answers, but are used only to prune derivations. The Magic Templates 
evaluation cannot utilize all the constraint information present in such 
program-query pairs while computing only ground facts. In general, con- 
straint facts are computed, making the resulting evaluation more expensive. 

We describe an optimization that propagates constraints occurring in 
the program and the query, such that the rewritten program fully utilizes 
the constraint information present in the original program. Only con- 
struint-relevant facts are computed, and if the evaluation of the original 
program computed only ground facts, so does the evaluation of the 
rewritten program. Our procedure can be combined with the Magic 
Templates transformation to propagate query binding information in addi- 
tion to the constraint information. We show that it is always better to defer 
the application of Magic Templates. a 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, there have been attempts ([2, 4, 7, 111, among others) to increase the 
expressive power of database query languages by integrating constraint paradigms 
with logic-based database query languages. Such languages are referred to as 
constraint query languages (CQLs). Constraint programming paradigms are inher- 
ently declarative. Evaluating such programs can be expensive due to the manipula- 
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tion of constraints, and hence optimizing such programs is very important. We 
consider the following problem: How can we optimize a CQL program-query pair 
(P, Q) by propagating constraints occurring in P and Q? More precisely, the 
problem is to find a set of constraints for each predicate such that the following 
statements hold: 

l Adding the corresponding set of constraints to the body of each rule defining 
a predicate yields a program P’ such that (P, Q) is query equivalent to 
(P’, Q) (on all input EDBs). 

l Only facts that are constraint-relevant to (P, Q) are computed in a bottom-up 
lixpoint evaluation of (P’, Q) on an input EDB. 

Constraint sets that satisfy the first condition are called query-relevant predicate 
(QRP) constraints; those that satisfy both conditions are called minimum QRP 
constraints.’ The notion of constraint relevance is introduced to capture the 
information in the constraints present in P and Q. (We note that euev fact for a 
predicate that appears in P or Q is constraint-relevant if neither P nor Q contains 
constraints.) Identifying and propagating QRP constraints is useful in two distinct 
situations: 

l Often it is possible to evaluate. queries on CQL programs without actually 
generating constraint facts [e.g., p(X,Y; XI Y)]. The constraints in the 
program are used to prune derivations, and only ground facts are generated. 

l Even when constraint facts are generated, we may ensure termination in 
evaluating queries on CQL programs that would not have terminated if these 
constraints had not been propagated. 

In this paper, we present a procedure that generates and propagates minimum 
QRP constraints (if it terminates) based on the definition and uses of program 
predicates (Section 4). By propagating minimum QRP constraints to the original 
program, we obtain a program that fully utilizes the constraint information present 
in the original program. This procedure is based on two subprocedures: 

1. Procedure Gen-Prop-predicate-constraints, which generates and 
propagates constraints that are satisfied by program predicates based on their 
definitions. 

2. Procedure Gen_Prop_QRP- constraint s, which generates and propagates 
constraints based on the uses of program predicates, using fold/unfold 
transformations [ 141 and constraint manipulation. 

We also show that determining whether (any representation for) the minimum 
QRP constraint for a predicate is a finite constraint set is undecidable (Section 3). 
We describe a class of programs for which this problem is decidable (Section 5). 
For this class of programs, our procedure for computing minimum QRP constraints 
always terminates. 

The Magic Templates transformation [lo] has been widely studied for propagat- 
ing bindings. An important question is how procedures Gen_Prop_predicate- 

‘There is indeed a minimum QRP constraint, as we show later. Because we treat a constraint as 
equivalent to its set of ground instances, this definition is independent of the exact representation of the 
constraint set. 
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constraints and Gen_Prop-QRP-constraints interactwiththeuseofMagic 
Templates.2 Our results are as follows: 

1. We present an algorithm based on Magic Templates followed by a finite 
sequence of fold/unfold transformations that essentially mimics the algo- 
rithm of [9], Section 6. This enables us to view the results of this paper, [l] 
and [9] in a uniform framework, namely, a combination of Magic Templates 
and (possibly simpler versions of) procedures Gen-Prop-predicate- 

constraints and Gen_Prop_QRP-constraints, insomeorder. 
2. We examine various orderings in which procedures Gen-Prop-predi- 

cate-constraints and Gen-Prop_QRP-constraints andMagicTem- 
plates can be applied, and show that it is always better to defer the 
application of Magic Templates (Section 7). 

1.1. Motivating Examples 

Let us describe some examples that motivate the paper. 

Example 1.1 (Computingflights). Consider the following program P: 

rl:cheaporshort(S, D, T, C> 
r2:cheaporshort(S, D, T, C> 
r3:flight(Src, Dst, Time, Cost> 

r4:flight(S, D, T, C) 

: -flight@, D, T, C>, T I 240. 
: - jlight(S, D, T, 0, C I 150. 
: - singleleg(Src, Dst, Time, Cost), Cost > 0, 

Time > 0. 
:-flight@, Dl, Tl,Cl),flight(Dl, D,T2,C2), 

T=Tl+T2+30,C=Cl+C2., 

where cheaporshort is the query predicate, and Cost and Time fields in singleleg are 
values drawn from the reals. Although P is a CQL program, each fact computed in 
the bottom-up evaluation of P is just a tuple of constants; no constraint fact is 
computed. Given a query, for instance, 

Query: ?-cheaporshort( madison, Seattle, Time, Cost) ., 

one would like to compute only relevant flight facts: Clearly, flight facts that have 
a cost > $150 and take more than 240 minutes are not relevant to answering this 
query and, hence, need not be computed in answering the query. 

Magic Templates [lo] is an important rewriting strategy that seeks to restrict the 
computation of facts that are irrelevant to answering a query. The Magic Tem- 
plates rewriting of the preceding program P can take one of two approaches. 

1. Use the constraints in the bodies of rules such as rl to restrict computation 
of magic facts. For instance, the magic rule obtained from rl (with bbfl 
adornment for cheaporshoti) could be 

mrl:m_jlight(S,D,T):-m_cheaporshoti(S,D), T1240. 

‘If only the Magic Templates transformaton is used to optimize CQL programs, this could lead to 
the generation of constraint facts, even when the evaluation of the original program generates only 
ground facts. A motivation for this work, as for [ll and [91, is to take advantage of the constraints 
present in the program to reduce the potentially relevant facts computed, and yet compute only ground 
facts during the bottom-up evaluation of the rewritten program. 
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2. 

The (bottom-up) evaluation of this rule would require computing constraint 
facts. For instance, given the preceding query, the fact m-flight 
(mad&on, Seattle, T; T 5 240) would be computed using rule mrl. Using such 
constraint facts in a bottom-up evaluation is likely to be more expensive than 
using only ground facts in the evaluation. 
One can compute only ground facts safely in the magic program by not 
making use of the constraints in the body of rule rl to restrict computation of 
magic facts. For instance, the magic rule obtained from rl (again with bbff 
adornment for cheaporshoti), in this case, would be 

mrl’:m_jlight( S, 0): - m_cheaporshort( S, D). 

The bottom-up evaluation of the magic program that includes rule mrl’ 
would compute many irrelevant facts because not all available constraints are 
made use of in the magic program. In particular, given the query 

Query: ?-cheaporshort( madison, Seattle, Time, Cost) ., 

one could compute many flight facts with cost > $150 and taking more than 
240 minutes; these facts are not relevant to answering the query. 

The rewriting techniques proposed by Balbin et al. [l] and Mumick et al. 191 
would not be able to optimize this program. The rewriting scheme proposed in this 
paper propagates the constraints in the bodies of rules rl and r2 in the foregoing 
program into the definition of flight, as described in Example 4.3. The bottom-up 
evaluation of the rewritten program computes only ground facts. Further, given 
any query on cheaporshort (i.e., any pattern of bound arguments), the bottom-up 
evaluation of the rewritten program does not compute any flight fact with (Cost > 
150)&(Time > 240). 

Example 1.2. (Computing backward Fibonacci). Consider the following program 
Pfib to compute the Fibonacci numbers: 

rl:$b(O, 1). 
r2:fib(l, 11. 
r3:$b(N, Xl +X2):-N > l,fib(N - 1, Xl>,fib(N - 2, X2). 

This program can be queried with: 

Query: ?-fib( N, 5). 

Using complete left-to-right sips, the Magic Templates transformation would 
transform Pfib (and the foregoing query) to PfiTg: 

rl:fib(O, 1) : - m-fib(O,l). 
r2:fib(l, 1) : - m-Jib(l, 1). 
r3:fib(N,Xl +X2) :- m_fib(N, Xl +X2), N > 1, 

jib(N- l,Xl>,fib(N- 2,X2). 
r4:m_fib( N - 1, Xl) :-m_fib(N,Xl +X2),N> 1. 
r5:m_jib(N - 2, X2) :-m_fib(N,Xl +X2),N> l,Jib(N- 1,X1). 
r6:m_fib(N, 5). 

A semi-naive bottom-up fixpoint evaluation of Pfi7g computes facts as shown in 
Table 1. The answer N = 4 to the query is computed in the seventh iteration, but 
the evaluation does not terminate. Note that this evaluation generates constraint 
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TABLE 1. Derivations in a bottom-up evaluation of Pfi7g. 

Iteration Derivations made 

0 {r6:mJibW1,5)) 
1 {r4:mJb(Nl,Vl; Nl > 0)) 
2 {r2:fib(l, 0, r4:m_fib(Nl,Vl;Nl > 0)) 

3 (r5:m_fib(O, 1/2), d:m_fib(0,4)) 

4 (rl:Jib(O, 1)) 
5 Ir3:jbG 2)) 
6 {r3:fib(3,3),d:m_fib(l,V2),d:m_fib(l,3)} 

7 {r3:jib(4,5), r5:m_fib(2,VZ), d:m_fib(t, 2)) 

8 (r3:fib(5,8), r5:m_fib(3, V2), r5:m_fib(3,0)1 

facts for the magic predicate, m-fib. Subsumed facts are shown in boldface; these 
are discarded, and are not used to make new derivations. 

We show how to propagate constraint information present in this program such 
that the bottom-up evaluation of the rewritten program always terminates, while 
computing all the answers to the query (Example 4.4). 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

We assume familiarity with the syntax and semantics of constraint logic programs, 
as well as the issues involved in the bottom-up evaluation of such programs (see 161 
and [7] for details). We describe the Magic Templates transformation in Appendix 
B. A few important definitions are given here. 

Definition 2.1 (Linear arithmetic constraint). A linear arithmetic constraint is of the 
form 

a,X, + 0.. +a,X, opa,, l f 

where a,,...,a,+, are real-valued coefficients of real-valued variables Xi, 
1 I i 5 n, and the operator op is one of < , > , I, 2 , and = . 

In this paper, we consider only constraint query languages with linear arithmetic 
constraints and programs without negation. However, our techniques easily extend 
to programs with other types of constraints as well. 

A rule is of the form 

- 
p(X):-C,P,(x,),...,P,(X,). 

where C is a conjunction of constraints and p(z), p,QQ . . . , p,(x,) are literals. 
p(x) is referred to as the head of the rule and C, plm,. . . , p&Q is referred to 
as the body of the rule. A rule with no body literals (though it could have a 
conjunction of constraints in the body) is referred to as a constraint fact. It is also 
represented as p(x; C), and is thus a conjunction of constraints [7, 101; it is a finite 
representation of the (potentially) infinite set of ground facts that satisfy the 
conjunction of constraints C. 
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A relation is a finite set of such facts, i.e., a disjunction of conjunctions of 
constraints. A database is a finite set of relations. A program is a finite set of rules, 
and the meaning of a program is given by its least model [6]. 

Definition 2.2 (Deriuation tree). Given a program P with database D, derivation 
trees in (P, D) are defined for ground facts as follows: 

l Every ground instance h of a fact in D is a derivation tree for itself, 
consisting of a single node with label h. 

l Let r be a rule 

in P, let di, 1 2 i IIZ, be facts with derivation trees 7;, and let 0 be the mgu 
of <p,cql.. . , p,m> and Cd,, . . . , d,), such that C[O] is satisfiable. Then the 
following is a derivation tree for each ground instance p(Z) of p(-ff;)[~l: the 
root is a node labeled with p(Z) and r, and each T, 1 s i I n, is a child of the 
root. 

Constraints in rules are viewed as conditions that determine whether or not a 
candidate tree is indeed a derivation tree; constraints are not themselves part of a 
tree. 

Bottom-up evaluation of a program in a CQL proceeds by starting with the 
constraint facts in the database and repeatedly applying all the rules of the 
program, in iterations, to compute new constraint facts. The evaluation terminates 
once we have reached a fixpoint. We now intuitively describe a rule application, the 
basic step in a bottom-up evaluation. Consider a program rule 

where r is just a label we use and is not part of the syntax of a rule. A derivation of 
a p fact using rule r consists of two steps: 

l First, choose one pi fact that is an instance of literal p,<m, for each 
1 I i 5 n, to obtain a satisfiable conjunction of constraints over the variables 
present in the body of rule r. 

l Next, variables not present in the head of the rule are eliminated using 
variable (quantifier) elimination techniques to obtain a conjunction of con- 
straints over the variables in x. 

This newly generated p fact must be compared against previously generated p 
facts to check whether it is indeed a new fact. An application of rule r consists of 
making all possible derivations that can be made using rule r and the set of facts 
known at the end of the previous iteration. If no new facts are computed in an 
iteration, the computation has reached a fixpoint. 

Note that bottom-up evaluation uses the representation of the constraint facts 
directly, instead of working with the potentially infinite set of ground facts repre- 
sented by the constraint facts. The equivalence of the constraint facts computed in 
a bottom-up evaluation of a program P and the meaning of P in terms of its least 
model is in terms of the ground facts represented by the constraint facts. 
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Theorem 2.1. Consider a program P and database D in a CQL with arithmetic 
constraints, and let 9 be the set of constraint facts computed in a bottom-up 
evaluation of (P, D). Let A be the meaning of (P, D) in terms of its least model. 
Then, 

l (soundness) each ground instance f of a constraint fact F E 9 is in A?, and 

l (completeness) each fact f in M is a ground instance of a constraint fact F E 5? 

PROOF. Consider a program P and database D in a CQL with arithmetic con- 
straints. Jaffar and Lassez [6] described a functional semantics for (P, D) in terms 
of an immediate consequence operator TP,o and showed that the least fixpoint of 
Tp, o, given by Tpyo, is equivalent to the meaning of (P, D) in terms of its least 
model. Let g&7) be the ground facts represented by the set of constraint facts E 

Claim 1. Consider a set of (constraint) facts, D,, for database and derived 
predicates of a program P. Let S; be the set of constraint facts computed from 
D, by a single application of each rule in P. Let T&+(9,)) be the set of ground 
facts obtained by a single application of the immediate consequence operator Tp 
on the set of ground facts, g&3,). Then, (1) each ground instance f, of a 
constraint fact FI E 3 is in T,(gr(9;,)) and (2) each fact fi in T&-(9,)) is a 
ground instance of a constraint fact F, E S$. 

The proof of Claim 1 follows from the decision procedure of Tarski [151 for the 
theory of real closed fields. All the operations needed for a rule application have 
straightforward analogues in Tarski’s decision procedure; projection (on the vari- 
ables of the head of a rule) corresponds to quantifier elimination, for instance. 

The soundness and completeness results for the program can be shown by 
induction on the iterations of the bottom-up evaluation of (P, 0). The database D 
provides the base case. Claim 1 provides the induction step. u 

Consequently, with each constraint fact F computed by a bottom-up evaluation 
of the program, we can associate the set of derivation trees for each ground 
instance of F. 

Given a program-query pair (P, Q), we can treat the query Q as the body of a 
rule defining a new predicate q, not occurring in P. The arity of q is the same as 
the number of variables in Q. The predicate q can now be treated as the query 
predicate, queried with all its arguments free. Whenever a query is given, we 
assume this transformation has been done and the query is treated as just another 
program rule. 

Definition 2.3 (Constraint set). A constraint set is a disjunction of conjunctions 
(DNF) of constraints. 

A constraint set C&Y,,. . ., X,> is said to imply another constraint set 
C,(X,,..., X,1, denoted CI(X,, . . , , X,> 3 C,(X,, . . . , X,), if whenever we substi- 
tute constant ai for the variable Xi, 1 I i I n, such that C,(a,, . . . , a,) simplifies 
to true, then so does C,(a,, . . . , a,k3 This can be naturally extended to the case 
when C, and C2 do not contain the same variables. 

‘Note that the use of the I symbol is different from its traditional use as the superset operator. 
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For example, the conjunction (X+ Y _< 4)&(X2 2) implies Y -< 2. The tech- 
niques described in [13] can be used to check for implication of constraint sets of 
linear arithmetic constraints. 

Definition 2.4 (Predicate constraints). Given a CQL program P, a predicate con- 
straint on a predicate p is a constraint set satisfied by each p fact that is derived 
during the bottom-up evaluation of P, independent of the facts in the EDB 
predicates. 

Given a program P, a predicate constraint C,, on predicate p is said to be 
minimal if there does not exist a Ci, such that (1) Ci js also a predicate constraint 
on p, (2) Cg I Cp, and (3) Cp 3 Cg. The existence of a unique minimum predicate 
constraint is guaranteed as a consequence of the following proposition. 

Proposition 2.2. Given a program P, if constraint sets C1, and C2, are predicate 
constraints on p, then so is CI, & C2, (after conversion to DNF). 

Definition 2.5 (Constraint relevance). Given a CQL program P with query predicate 
q, consider the complete set S of derivation trees that are associated with query 
answers, for every possible extension of the EDB predicates and every possible 
query on the query predicate. 

A ground program fact p(Z) is said to be constraint-relevant to the query 
predicate if it occurs in at least one derivation tree in S. A constraint fact 
p(x; C) is said to be constraint-relevant to the query predicate if each ground 
instance of it is constraint-relevant to the query predicate. 

Definition 2.6 (Query-relevant predicate constraints). Given a CQL program P, a 
query-relevant predicate constraint (QRP constraint) on a predicate p is a con- 
straint set satisfied by each p fact that is derived during the bottom-up 
evaluation of P, independent of the facts in the EDB predicates, and which is 
constraint-relevant to a query predicate of P. 

A proposition similar to Proposition 2.2 guarantees the existence of minimum 
QRP constraints. 

In representing constraints on argument positions of a predicate, we use $i for 
the ith argument. Because constraints in rules are in terms of the variables (X, Y, 
etc.) in the rule, whereas predicate constraints and QRP constraints are in terms of 
argument positions ($1, $2,etc.), we need functions to convert between the two 
forms. We use PTOL(p(X),C) to convert a constraint set over the argument 
positions of p to an “equivalent” constraint set over the variables in x. 

Definition 2.7 [PTOL( )/. Consider a predizate p of arity n and a co_nstraint set C 
on the argument positions of p. Let p(X) be a literal, such that X is a tuple of 
n (not necessarily distinct) variables. 

We define PTOL(p(x),C) as the constraint set obtained from C by replac- 
ing each argument position by the “corresponding” variable in that position in 
pm. 

For example, if flight is a predicate of arity 4, then PTOL@ight 
(S, D, T, C>, ($3 I 240) v ($4 I 150)) is given by (T 5 240) V (C < 150). 

Similarly, we use LTOP(p(x),C) to convert a constraint set over the variables 
in _% to an “equivalent” constraint set over the argument positions of p. 
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Definition 2.8 [LTOP( )j C onsider a literal p(x), such that x is a tuple of n (not 
necessarily distinct) variables and a constraint set C(x) on the variables in x. 

If x is a tuple of n distinct variables, we define LTOP( p(x), C(x)) as the 
constraint set obtained from C(x) by replacing each variable in % by the 
“corresponding” argument position of the variable in p(x). 

If x is not a tuple of n distinct variables, we define LTOP(p(x);), C(x)) as -- 
LTOP(p(Y), lI,(C(x)&C,(X,Y))), where F is a tuple of n distinct variables, -- 
distinct from the variables in 8, and C,(X,Y> is a conjunction of equality 
constraints that equates each variable in Y with the variable in the correspond- 
ing position in x. The Hp operation is the projection (quantifier elimination) 
operation and it guarantees that we focus attention in the constraint set on the 
variables in y. 

For example, LTOP(fIight(S, D, T, C>,(T I 240) V (C I 150)) is given by ($3 I 
240) v ($4 -< 150). 

3. PROPAGATING CONSTRAINTS: THE PROBLEM 

Definition 3.1 (Program core). Consider a program P in a constraint query lan- 
guage. The core of P is the program obtained from P by deleting all constraints 
in program rules. 

Consider a CQL program P, with query predicate q, and let Pcor, be the core of 
the program P. In this section, we look at the problem of optimizing P by 
propagating constraints occurring in P to the bodies of rules in P,,,,. The intuition 
behind not altering the core of P while propagating constraints is that the core 
represents the syntactic structure of the program, which encodes the programmer’s 
knowledge about the problem. 

More precisely, we address the problem of finding a constraint set for each 
predicate such that: 

Adding the constraint set for predicate p to the body of each rule4 defining p 
yields a program P’ such that P is query equivalent to P’ (on all input 
EDBs). 
The bottom-up evaluation of P’ on an input EDB should compute only 
program facts such that each of these facts is constraint-relevant to the query 
predicate in P. 

rewritten program P’ is said to be completely optimized with respect to the 
constraints present in the program P if it satisfies the preceding two conditions. In 
terms of the definition of QRP constraints, a rewritten program P’ is said to be 
completely optimized with respect to the constraints present in P if each ground 
instance of each p fact computed in a bottom-up fixpoint evaluation of P’ on an 
input EDB satisfies the minimum QRP constraint on p. We are interested in 
computing QRP constraints, because we make the assumption (as is common in 
optimization of database query languages) that query optimization should be 
independent of the facts in the EDB predicates. 

41f the constraint set has more than one disjunct, this would mean creating copies of the rule, each 
copy containing one of the disjuncts. This is required because only conjunctions of constraints are 
allowed in the body of a rule. 
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Theorem 3.1. Given a CQL program P with linear arithmetic constraints, determining 
whether any representation for the minimum predicate constraint for a predicate p is 
a finite constraint set is undecidable. 

PROOF. We first show that a variant of the safety (or finiteness) problem for logic 
programs is undecidable. Consider the Sebelik and Stepanek [12] reduction that 
showed that every partial recursive function can be expressed as a logic program 
Pp, with one constant symbol and one unary function symbol. 

Now consider a program P, that has the rules 

p(a):- d-9. 
P(f(X)k-P(X). 

in addition to all the rules in P,,, where p does not occur in Pp,, a is the only 
constant symbol in P,,, f is the only function symbol in P,,,, and q(X) is a query 
on Ppr. 

Clearly, p(a) is in the model for p iff q(x) is satisfiable. If p(a) is in the model, 
then so are p( f(a)), p( f< f(a))>, . . . , and the model of p in this program is infinite. 
Hence, the model of p is infinite iff q(z) is satisfiable in P. Now, satisfiability of a 
query q(X) on Ppr is undecidable, by reduction of the “halting problem” for 
partial recursive functions. Hence, it is undecidable whether the model of p is 
finite in this program. 

We now reduce this problem to the problem of deciding whether any represen- 
tation for the minimum predicate constraint for a predicate is finite. Intuitively, 
this reduction takes a logic program P and reduces it to a CQL program P’ such 
that there is a unique representation for the minimum predicate constraint for 
predicate p in P’, and the number of disjuncts in the minimum predicate 
constraint is finite iff the model of p in P is finite. 

Consider a logic program P defining a unary predicate p [in addition to defining 
other (possibly) nonunary predicates]. Let there be just one constant, say a, and 
one unary function symbol, say f, appearing in P. (The foregoing program P, 
satisfies these conditions.) We transform the logic program P into a CQL program 
P’ as follows: 

l We replace all occurrences of the constant a by the numeric constant 0 in 
P’. 

l All occurrences of f(X) (appearing in the head or the body of a rule) in P 
are replaced by Y (a variable not appearing in the rule), and the conjunction 
of constraints (X2 O)&(Y =X+ 2) is included in the body of the modified 
rule in P’. 

It can be seen easily that there is a one-to-one correspondence between p facts 
in the model of p in P and p facts in the model of p in P’. Further, each p fact in 
the model of p in P’ is a ground fact, with an even-valued argument 2 0. Hence, 
the minimum predicate constraint for p in P’ is the possibly infinite disjunction 

V ($1=2*i). 
i80 

Again, there is a one-to-one correspondence between p facts in the model of p in 
P’ and the disjuncts in the minimum predicate constraint for p in P’. It can be 
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seen easily that this is a unique representation for the minimum predicate 
constraint for p in P’, given the representations we consider for constraint sets. 

Consequently, the number of disjuncts in the minimum predicate constraint for 
p in P’ is finite iff the number of p facts in the model of p in P is finite. The 
undecidability result follows. q 

In general, a constraint set with linear arithmetic constraints can have many 
different (though equivalent) representations. Even if a specific representation of 
the minimum predicate constraint is infinite, it does not follow that the minimum 
predicate constraint is infinite, because it could have an equivalent finite represen- 
tation. The result is hence independent of any specific representation of the 
minimum predicate constraint. 

The proof of Theorem 3.1 can also be used to show the following proposition. 

Proposition 3.2. Given a CQL program P, where the only constraints allowed are of the 
form X I c, X 2 c, and XI Y + c, determining whether any representation for the 
minimum predicate constraint for a predicate p is a finite constraint set is undecid- 
able. 

Brodsky and Sagiv [31 show that it is undecidable whether a specific procedure 
for computing minimum predicate constraints computes finite predicate con- 
straints. Proposition 3.2 does not follow from their result because they do not 
address the issue of multiple representations. 

Theorem 3.3. Given a CQL program P with linear arithmetic constraints, determining 
whether any representation for the minimum QRP constraint for a predicate p is a 
finite constraint set is undecidable. 

PROOF. Consider a CQL program P defining predicate p. Let q be a predicate not 
occurring in P. We add a new rule: 

r:q(X):-p(X). 

to P, where q has the same arity as p, and x is a tuple of distinct variables. Let q 
be the query predicate of the modified program P,. Because r is the only rule 
defining q, every p fact is constraint-relevant to the query predicate q. Conse- 
quently, the minimum QRP constraint for p in P, is the same as the minimum 
predicate constraint for p in P. 

From Theorem 3.1, we know that determining whether the minimum predicate 
constraint for p in P is a finite constraint set is undecidable. Hence, determining 
whether the minimum QRP constraint for predicate p in P, is a finite constraint 
set is also undecidable. q 

As a corollary, we have the following proposition. 

Proposition 3.4. Given a CQL program P, where the only constraints allowed are of the 
form X I c, X 2 c, and X I Y + c, determining whether any representation for the 
minimum QRP constraint for a predicate p is a finite constraint set is undecidable. 

In Section 5, we describe a class of constraint query languages for which it is 
decidable whether the minimum QRP constraint for a predicate in a program can 
be represented as a finite constraint set. 
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Independent of its use in establishing Theorem 3.3, Theorem 3.1 is of interest 
because our procedure for generating (and propagating) minimum QRP con- 
straints first generates (and propagates) minimum predicate constraints (see Sec- 
tion 4.4). 

4. THE TRANSFORMATION: PROPAGATING CONSTRAINTS 

In this section, we describe a rewriting procedure for propagating constraints in a 
CQL program. Our procedure has two components to it: 

1. For each derived predicate p of a program P, it generates QRP constraints 
on p, using semantic properties of constraints. 

2. It then uses the fold/unfold transformations [14] to propagate the QRP 
constraint on p into the program rules defining p. 

Procedure Gen-Prop-QRP- constraints in Appendix C describes this proce- 
dure algorithmically. If the rewriting procedure terminates, it propagates QRP 
constraints for each derived predicate in the program, while preserving the core of 
the program. However, the rewriting procedure does not terminate in general. 

A key feature of our rewriting procedure is that it makes essential use of 
semantic properties of constraints, unlike previous techniques that had a similar 
objective [l, 91. As a consequence, we are able to optimize a larger class of 
programs than previous techniques. 

4.1. An Example 

First, we give a simple example of how the fold/unfold transformations can be 
used along with semantic properties of constraints to propagate constraint selec- 
tions in a program. 

Example 4.1. Consider the following program P with query predicate q: 

rl:q(x):-p,(X,Y),pz(Y),X+Ys6,X>2. 
r2:p,( x, Y) : - b,( x, Y) . 

r3:p,( X) : - b,(X). 

First, two new rules are created: 

r4:p;(X,Y):-X+Y_<6,X22,p1(X,Y). 

r5:p;(Y):-YI4,p,(Y). 
The body of each rule includes a derived literal from the body of rule rl, and the 
projection of the constraints in the body of rl onto the variables of the derived 
literal. (Such a projection can be performed using the techniques described in [Sl.) 
Thus, although Y I 4 is not present in the body of rl, it is implied by the 
conjunction of constraints (X + Y 5 6)&(X 2 2). 

Next, the definitions of p, and p2 are unfolded5 into the definitions of pi and 
pi to obtain 

r4’:p;(X,Y):-X+Ys6,Xk2,bI(X,Y). 

d’:p;(Y):- Y14,b,(Y). 

‘The fold/unfold transformations used are described in Appendix A. 
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Finally, rules r4 and r5 are folded into rule rl to obtain 

rl’:q(X):-p;(X,Y),p;(Y),X+Y<6,X22. 

The transformed program obtained (after deleting rules not reachable from the 
query predicate q) is P’: 

rl’:q(X):-p;(X,Y),p;(Y),X+Y<6,X22. 

rS’:p;(Y):-YI4,b,(Y). 

Note that P’ is equivalent to P on the query predicate, the bottom-up evaluation 
of P’ computes only ground facts, if the bottom-up evaluation of P does so, and 
the bottom-up evaluation of P’ computes, in general, fewer facts than the bottom- 
up evaluation of P. Further, this program can now be rewritten using Magic 
Templates to take advantage of any constants in the actual query; if the sips use 
the bound-if-ground rule (i.e., the sips treat an argument as bound only if it is 
bound to a ground term), the Magic Templates transformed program also com- 
putes only ground facts. 

Note that the LTOP of the conjunction of constraints in the body of r4’, viz. 
($1 + $2 5 6)&($1 2 2), is the minimum QRP constraint for p1 in the original 
program P. Similarly, the LTOP of the constraint in the body of rule r5’, viz. 
$1 I 4, is the minimum QRP constraint for p2 in the original program P. We have 
thus generated and propagated the minimum QRP constraints for the various 
derived predicates in the original program. 

Neither the C transformation of [l] nor the GMT transformation of [9] would be 
able to propagate all the constraints in this example. Because the C transformation 
of [l] treats constraints as any other literal, it would not be able to propagate any 
constraints into the definition of p2. The problem is that in rule rl, there is no 
explicit constraining literal on Y. Our technique utilizes the fact that ((X + Y 5 6) 
&(X r 2)) 3 (Y I 41, a semantic property of the conjunction of linear arithmetic 
constraints in the body of rule rl, to propagate constraints into the definition of 
p2, and hence restrict the potentially relevant p2 facts computed. 

As described in 191, the GMT transformation does not handle constraints with 
arithmetic function symbols such as +. Consequently, it would not be able to 
propagate constraints either. 

4.2. Generation of QRP Constraints 

Our procedure Gen-QRP- constraint s, described in Appendix C, for generating 
QRP constraints works iteratively. In each iteration, given “approximate” QRP 
constraints on each predicate defined in program P, the procedure computes a 
new approximation for the QRP constraints for each predicate in the program. The 
procedure terminates when a “fixpoint” is reached. Theorem 4.2 shows that, in the 
limit, procedure Gen-QRP- constraints does compute QRP constraints for 
each predicate in the program. 
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Nonrecursive Znference. Consider a rule r of the form: 

where C,(P) is the conjunction of constraints in the body of rule r. Given a 
constraint set C, on the arguments of the head predicate p of rule r, a literal 
constraint on pi@?J in the body of r is a constraint set (on the variables in 3?J that 
needs to be satisfied by each pi fact that can be used [in literal p,(x,)] to derive a p 
fact (using rule r) that satisfies Cp. 

Proposition 4.1. Consider a CQL program P, with linear arithmetic constraints. Given 
a rule r of the form 

r:p(X):-C,(~),pl(~),...,pn(~)., 

where C,(F) is the conjunction of constraints in the body of rule r, if C, is the 
desired constraint set on head predicate p, 

Cr,,&> = “~(PTOL(P(X),C,)scc,(Y)) 

is a literal constraint on p,<x,> in the body of rule r. 

Recursive Znference. Because each fact in the query predicate 4 is constraint-rel- 
evant to an answer to some query, procedure Gem_QRP-constraints initially 
assumes the constraint true as the “approximate” QRP constraint for predicate 4, 
and the constraint false as the “approximate” QRP constraint for every other 
predicate defined in P. Procedure Gen_QRP-constraints works iteratively. 

In each iteration, given the “approximate” QRP constraints on each predicate p 
as the desired constraint set on the head of each rule defining p, the procedure 
computes literal constraints Cpicz- for each derived literal in the body of each rule 
defining p. Let pm,. . ., pa be all the occurrences of p in the bodies of the 
rules in P and let C,,Tj,..., Cpcz) be the corresponding literal constraints 
inferred. Let Cl, be the “approximate” QRP constraint on p before the iteration 
and let C2, be V f= ,LTOP(p(x,), Cr&, i.e., the disjunction of the LTOPs of the 
various literal constraints inferred on p’literals in this iteration. For each predicate 
p, the new “approximate” QRP constraint is given by Clp V C2,. (Before adding 
disjuncts to the “approximate” QRP constraint, we can eliminate redundant 
disjuncts.) If, for each predicate p defined in P, Cl, = Cl, v C2,, procedure 
Gen-QRP-constraints has reached a fixpoint and it terminates; else, the 
procedure continues iterating with the new “approximate” QRP constraints. 

Theorem 4.2. Given a CQL program P with linear arithmetic constraints, the con- 
straint set generated for each derived predicate p in P by procedure gen_QRP- 
constraints is a QZW constraint forp. 

PROOF. Consider a CQL program P with linear arithmetic constraints. For each 
derived predicate p in P, let Cp be the constraint set generated by procedure 
gen_QRP-constraints. We prove the result by contradiction. 

Let us suppose that there exists some query Q, some database D, and some 
ground fact p(z) in the least model of (P, 0) that does not satisfy Cp and that 
occurs in a derivation tree for an answer to the query Q. 
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We associate a number with each program fact as follows: Consider the set of 
derivation trees Ye for answers to query Q, and the set of all facts p(Z) that occur 
in at least one derivation tree in YQ such that p is defined in P: 

l If p(Z) is the root of a derivation tree T in 9& then p(Z) is given the 
number 0. 

l Else, let p(Z) have a parent p,a in a derivation tree T in 9& Then p(Z) is 
given the number j + 1, where j is the lowest numbered parent of p(Z). 

Choose any fact p(Z) that occurs in a derivation tree T in Yp, such that p(Z) does 
not satisfy C and let its number be k. 

Let Cp”, Cz:. . . be the sequence of constraint sets generated by procedure 
Gen-QRP- constraints as “approximate” QRP constraints for each predicate p. 
We now show by induction that p&l facts with number j satisfy Cj,. 

For the base case, a fact p2(q with number 0 is the root of a derivation tree T 
in To. It is an answer to the query and trivially satisfies Cp”,, which is true. For the 
induction step, assume that all p2 facts with number j 2 0 satisfy CL*, and consider 
fact p2@ with number j + 1. This fact has as a parent pl(;;;) (and rule r>, where 
p,(a has number j. Now consider the rule r [with head p,m] and the literal 
p2(XT, where the fact p2&l is used to compute p&l. Given the constraint set 
CL, [satisfied by p1@ by hypothesis] on the head of rule r, fact p2a has to 
satisfy the LTOP of the literal constraint on p2m, and hence CL:‘. This is 
because “projection” (or quantifier elimination) of linear arithmetic constraint sets 
can be done exactly using the algorithm described in [8], for instance. This 
concludes the induction. Hence, fact p(Z) satisfies C; (because its number is k) 
and, hence, Cp. This contradicts the original assumption that p(Z) does not satisfy 
C,, and concludes the proof of the theorem. 0 

Procedure Gen-QRP- constraints may not terminate, in general. Termina- 
tion could be guaranteed by various modifications of our procedure. For example, 
instead of iterating until the QRP constraints “stabilize,” we could iterate for a 
(predetermined) fixed number of iterations. If after the lixed number of iterations, 
the “approximate” QRP constraints have not stabilized, our procedure can return 
true (which is trivially a QRP constraint, though not the minimum possible) as the 
QRP constraint for program predicates. Clearly, this does not affect the correct- 
ness of our procedure. The larger the number of iterations chosen, the larger the 
class of programs for which we will be able to infer nontrivial QRP constraints. 
Clearly, there is a tradeoff here: how large a class of programs we wish to optimize 
versus the cost we are willing to incur in optimizing such programs. What bound to 
choose depends on the relative costs and is outside the scope of this paper. 

4.3. Propagating QRP Constraints 

If procedure Gen_QRP- constraints terminates (with the QRP constraint for p 
having m disjuncts), we can use the fold/unfold transformations, described in 
Appendix A, to propagate this QRP constraint into rules defining p. The propaga- 
tion consists of three steps: 

1. Perform a definition step creating m rules with head p’(x) and the sole body 
literal being p(x). Further, each of the m rules contains one of the m 
disjuncts of the QRP constraint generated for p. 
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2. Unfold the definition of p into each of the rules defining p’. 
3. Fold the original definition of p’ into each rule containing an occurrence of 

P. 

With this, the QRP constraints generated for p have been propagated into the 
rules defining p. Procedure Gen-Prop_QRP- constraints in Appendix C de- 
scribes this algorithmically. Example 4.1 illustrates this procedure for a simple 
program. 

The correctness of the fold, unfold, and definition steps ensures the following 
statement. 

Theorem 4.3. Given a CQL program P with linear arithmetic constraints, if procedure 
Gen_Prop_QRP- constraint s terminates, the rewritten program is equivalent to 
the original program with respect to the query predicates, on all input EDBs. 

The following result indicates that if the original program could be evaluated 
“efficiently,” so can the rewritten program. 

Theorem 4.4. Consider a CQL program P with linear arithmetic constraints, such that 
the bottom-up evaluation of a program P on database D computes only ground facts. 
Then: 

The bottom-up evaluation of the rewritten program P’, obtained using procedure 
Gen-Prop-QRP-constraints, on database D also computes only ground 
facts. 

The bottom-up evaluation of P’ on database D computes a subset of the facts 
computed by the bottom-up evaluation of P on database D. 

If the QRP constraint C, generated for each derived predicate p were such that 
the intersection of no two disjuncts of C, was satisfiable, the bottom-up 
evaluation of P’ on database D makes a subset of the derivations made by the 
bottom-up evaluation of P on database D. 

PROOF. Consider a program P such that the bottom-up evaluation of P on 
database D computes only ground facts. We prove the results by considering the 
sequence of definition, unfold, and fold steps performed by procedure 
Gen_Prop-QRP-constraints. 

First, consider the definition step. Each new rule is of the form 

r:p’(X):-C,p(X)., 

where _? is a tuple of distinct variables and C is a conjunction of constraints 
involving only the variables in x. (It is the PTOL of a disjunct in the QRP 
constraint Cv generated for predicate p.) Because each rule defining p computes 
only ground facts, adding an additional conjunction of constraints C only prevents 
the computation of certain facts; it does not affect the property that all p’ facts 
computed are ground. Also, the set of facts computed for p’ is a subset of the set 
of facts computed for p because of the additional conjunction of constraints C in 
the body of rule r. Further, if C,, were such that the intersection of no two 
disjuncts was satisfiable, each of the rules defining p’ would compute distinct facts. 
Hence, the set of derivations made for p’ is a subset of the set of derivations made 
for p. 
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Next, consider the unfold step. The definition of p is unfolded into the rules 
defining p’. This does not affect the set of p’ facts computed nor the derivations 
made. 

Finally, consider the fold step. The fold step essentially replaces occurrences of 
p in rule bodies by p’. Because the set of facts computed for p’ is a subset of the 
set of facts computed for p, by replacing occurrences of p by p’ in the body of a 
rule defining pl, no new facts are computed for p1 by this rule. Because the facts 
computed for p, prior to the fold step were ground, so are facts computed for p, 
subsequent to this fold step. If the derivations made by each rule defining p’ were 
distinct, the derivations made for p1 subsequent to the fold step does not increase. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. q 

4.4. Using Inferred Predicate Constraints to Obtain QRP Constraints 

The QRP constraints generated and propagated by procedure Gen_Prop-QRP- 

constraints need not be the minimum QRP constraints, in general. However, if 
the program P is of a certain form, then we calz guarantee that procedure 
Gen_Prop-QRP-constraints does generate and propagate the minimum QRP 
constraints (if it terminates). Theorem 4.7 provides conditions on the form of such 
programs. We first describe a program where the minimum QRP constraint is not 
generated using procedure Gen_QRP-constraints. 

Example 4.2. Consider the following program P: 

rl:q(X,Y):-a(X,Y),X<lO. 

r2:a(X,Y):-p(X,Y),YIX. 

r3:a(X,Y):-a(X,Z),a(Z,Y)., 

where q is the query predicate. Assuming true as the QRP constraint for q, we 
would generate the literal constraint X I 10 for the occurrence of a(X, Y) in the 
body of rule rl. Now, assuming the constraint set $1 5 10 as the “approximate” 
constraint set for a, we would generate the following literal constraints: For 
a(X, Z) in rule r3, we would get X I 10; for a(Z, Y) in rule r3, we would get true. 
Procedure Gen-QRP-constraints would infer true (or, unconstrained) as the 
QRP constraint for a and the procedure would terminate. 

Note, however, the following. Each a fact that is derived using rule r2 of 
program P has the constraint $2 I $1. These facts will be used in the recursive rule 
r3 to derive more a facts. If each of the facts used in the body of r3 satisfies 
$2 I $1, then so does the head fact derived using these facts and rule r3. Thus, 
each a fact derived using rules r2 and r3 in the preceding program P satisfies the 
predicate constraint $2 5 $1. [Similarly, each q fact derived using rule rl in the 
preceding program P satisfies the predicate constraint ($2 I $l)&($l < 101.1 If, for 
each a literal in the program, the PTOL of the predicate constraint $2 I $1 were 
explicitly introduced, we would get the following program Pl: 

rl’:q(X,Y):-a(X,Y),XIlO,YIX. 

r2:a(X,Y):-p(X,Y),YSX. 

r3’:a(X,Y):-a(X,Z),Z< -X,a(Z,Y),YIZ. 
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Now, introducing these constraints does not change the facts computed by the 
program Pl. However, with program Pl we can use procedure Gen_QRP- 

constraints to obtain the minimum QRP constraint (($1 s 10)&($2 I $1)) for 
a. This constraint can now be propagated using the fold/unfold transformations to 
reduce the number of facts computed by the rewritten program P’. 

Given a CQL program P with linear arithmetic constraints, there is a procedure 
to enumerate minimum predicate constraints for program predicates. Intuitively, 
given constraints on base predicates, the procedure works by iteratively computing 
the constraints that hold on derived predicates bottom-up. Procedure Gen-predi- 

cat e- cons t raint s in Appendix C algorithmically describes this. In general, 
procedure Gen_predicate-constraints may not terminate. 

Theorem 4.5. Giuen a CQL program P with linear arithmetic constraints, procedure 
Gen-predicate-constraintsgenerates the minimumpredicateconstraintfor 
each derived predicate of the program P. 

PROOF. Consider a CQL program P. For each derived predicate p in P, let Cp be 
the constraint set generated by procedure Gen_predicate-constraints. 

Claim 1. C, is a predicate constraint for p. 

PROOF OF CLAIM 1. We prove this by contradiction. Let us suppose that there 
exists some database D and some ground fact p(Z) that does not satisfy C, and 
that occurs in a derivation tree. 

We associate a number with each program fact as follows: Consider the set of 
derivation trees Yand the set of all facts p(Z) that occur in at least one derivation 
tree in 97 

l Let p(Z) be a leaf node in some derivation tree T in .5? Then p(Z) is given 
the number 0. 

l Else, let p(Z) be such that in some derivation tree T in S; a child of p(Z) is 
of the form p,&>. Then p(Z) is given the number j + 1, where j is the 
highest numbered child of p(Z). 

Choose any fact p(Z) such that p(Z) does not satisfy C,, and let its number be k. 
Let Cp”,Cd,... be the sequence of constraint sets generated by procedure 

Gen_predicate-constraints as “approximate” predicate constraints for 
predicate p. We now show by induction that pza facts with number j satisfy Ci,. 

For the base case, a fact p&J with number 0 is a database fact. It trivially 
satisfies C’i, the predicate constraint given on the database predicate. For the 
induction step, assume that all facts with number j 2 0 satisfy Cj,, and consider 
fact p&I with number j + 1. There is a derivation tree and a node in the 
derivation tree with label p&J (and rule r> such that each child of it has a 
number sj. Now consider the rule r [with head p,(XJ] that is used to compute 
p&2. Given the constraint set CL, on each pt literal in the body of rule r, fact 
p&J has to satisfy the LTOP of the inferred head constraint on p2m), and 
hence Cj+ ‘. This is because quantifier elimination of linear arithmetic constraint 
sets canP6e done exactly. This concludes the induction. Hence, fact p(Z) satisfies 
Cp” (because its number is Ic) and, hence, Cp. This contradicts the original 
assumption that p(Z) does not satisfy Cp, and concludes the proof of Claim 1. q 
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Claim 2. Cp is a minimum predicate constraint for p. 

PROOF OF CLAIM 2. We prove this by contradiction. Let Cj”, Cj, . . . be the sequence 
of constraint sets generated by procedure Gen-predicate-constraints as 
“approximate” predicate constraints for predicate p. Consider the lowest num- 
bered Ci such that there exists a fact p(Z) that satisfies Ci and is not in the least 
model of (P, D), i.e., each fact that is an instance of Cp”, m <k is in the least 

model of (P, 0). The number k cannot be 0, because Cp” is false for all derived 
predicate p and no p fact satisfies this constraint; Cj is not false only for database 
predicates p, and for these predicates, we have assumed that the minimum 
predicate constraints were made available as input. 

Because ground fact p(Z) satisfies Cp, ’ it satisfies some disjunct of Ci that is not 
present in Cp . k-1 From procedure Gen-predicate-constraintswe know that 
this disjunct was generated in iteration k of procedure Gen-predicate- 

constraints using some rule r. Consider this rule and the literals in the body of 
r. By hypothesis, each fact that satisfies C;,-r is present in the least model and can 
be used in body literal pl@& Because quantifier elimination of linear arithmetic 
constraint sets can be done exactly, each ground fact that satisfies the inferred 
head constraint Ci can also be derived and must be present in the least model. 
This contradicts the original assumption that p(Z) is not present in the least model, 
and concludes the proof of Claim 2, as well as the proof of the theorem. 0 

Brodsky and Sagiv [3] studied this problem of generating predicate constraints 
for a special case, where the only constraints allowed are of the form $i < $j + c. 
Van Gelder [17] also studied a similar but more restricted problem; the techniques 
of [17] can be used only to derive a single conjunction of constraints on the 
arguments of a predicate; general constraint sets (which are disjunctions of 
conjunctions) are not inferred. 

Using procedure Gen-predicate-constraints for generating predicate 
constraints, one can infer that $2 I $1 is a predicate constraint for a in program P 
of Example 4.2. One can also infer that, on the flight predicate in program P of 
Example 1.1, $4 > 0 (that is, the cost of each flight is > 0) as well as $3 > 0 (that is, 
the time taken by each flight is > 0). For each of these examples, our procedure 
for generating predicate constraints terminates. 

If procedure Gen-predicate-constraints terminates, we can associate the 
PTOL of the predicate constraint for p with body occurrences of p. Procedure 
Gen-Prop-predicate-constraints in AppendixC describes this algorithmi- 
cally. 

Theorem 4.6. Given a CQL program P with linear arithmetic constraints, if procedure 
Gen-Prop-predicate-constraints terminates (resulting in program P’), 
then : 

The rewritten program P’ is equivalent to the original program with respect to all 
deriued predicates, on all input EDBs that satisfy the predicate constraints for the 
database predicates. 

If the bottom-up evaluation of P on database D computes only ground facts, the 
bottom-up evaluation of P’ on database D computes only ground facts. 

If the bottom-up evaluation of P on database D computes only ground facts, and 
the predicate constraint Cl, generated for each derived predicate p were such 
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that the intersection of no two disjuncts of Cl, was satisfiable, then the 
bottom-up evaluation of P’ on database D makes the same set of derivations for 
each predicate p as the bottom-up evaluation of P on database D. 

The proof of Theorem 4.6 follows easily from the fact that procedure 
Gen-predicate-constraints generates minimum predicate constraints, and 
the form of the rules in the rewritten program obtained using procedure 
Gen-Prop-predicate-constraints. 

One of the main results of this paper is the following theorem about when 
procedure Gen_Prop_QRP- constraints generates and propagates minimum 
QRP constraints. 

Theorem 4.7. Consider a CQL program P with linear arithmetic constraints. Let the 
minimum predicate constraint for each predicate pi be a finite constraint set, CiL. 
Further, let the constraints in the body of each rule in P imp& the constraint set 
PTOL(piEJ, Ci!>, f or each literal pi(x,> in the body of the rule. Then, if it 
terminates, procedure Gen_Prop_QRP- constraint s generates and propagates 
the minimum QRP constraints for each derived predicate of the program. 

PROOF. Consider a CQL program P and let the constraints in the body of each 
rule in P imply the constraint set PTOL(p,(Xx,Ci!), for each literal pim in the 
body of the rule, where Cg, is the minimum predtcate constraint for predicate pi. 
For each derived predicate p in P, let C, be the constraint set generated by 
procedure Gen-Prop-QRP-constraints. From Theorem 4.2, we already know 
that it is a QRP constraint for p. We only need to show that it is the minimum 
QRP constraint for p. 

We prove the result by contradiction. Because the constraints in the body of 
each rule in P imply the constraint set PTOL(p,(x), C;,), for each literal p,<x,> in 
the body of the rule, each ground fact p(E) that satisfies C,, is present in the least 
model of (P, 0). Hence, we only need to show that each such fact is constraint- 
relevant to an answer to the query Q. 

Let Cp”,C$... be the sequence of constraint sets generated by procedure 
Gen-QRP-constraints as “approximate” QRP constraints for predicate p. 
Consider the lowest numbered C; such that there exists a fact p(Z) that satisfies 
Ci and is not constraint-relevant to an answer to the query Q. The number k 
cannot be equal to 0 because Cj is false for all nonquery predicates and no p fact 
can satisfy this constraint; Cj is true for the query predicate and every p fact has 
to satisfy this constraint. 

Because ground fact p(Z) satisfies Ci, k > 0, it satisfies some disjunct of Ci that 
is not present in Cp . k-1 From procedure Gen-QRP-constraints,we know that 
this disjunct was generated in iteration k of procedure Gen_QRP-constraints 

using some rule r. Now consider the rule r and the literal p(x), which was used to 
generate this disjunct. By hypothesis, the “approximate” QRP constraint Ci”, ’ for 
the head p&YJ is such that each ground fact that satisfies this constraint set is 
constraint-relevant to an answer to query Q. 

Because quantifier elimination of linear arithmetic constraint sets can be done 
exactly, and ground fact p(Z) is in the least model, there is a derivation tree where 
p(E) is a child of some pl($ (with rule r) that satisfies Cp, and is constraint-rele- 
vant to an answer to query Q. Consequently, p(Z) is also constraint-relevant to the 
same answer to query Q as p&I is. This contradicts the assumption that p(a) is 
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not constraint-relevant to an answer to query Q and completes the proof of the 
theorem. q 

Given a CQL program P with linear arithmetic constraints, and a query predicate 
9, our procedure for generating (and propagating) minimum QRP constraints has 
two components to it: 

1. 

2. 

First,we use procedure Gen-Prop-predicate-constraints for gener- 
ating and propagating minimum predicate constraints for each predicate in 
P. 
Next, we use procedure Gen_Prop_QRP-constraints to generate and 
propagate the QRP constraints for each derived predicate in P. 

4.5. Putting it all Together 

Procedure Constraint-rewrite in Appendix C describes this algorithmi- 
cally. 

The following result follows from Theorems 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7. 

Theorem 4.8. Given a CQL program P with linear arithmetic constraints, if procedure 
Constraint-rewrite terminates, the QRP constraints generated and propagated 
are minimum QRP constraints for each derived predicate in P. 

Let us illustrate the result of applying this procedure to our original motivating 
program from Example 1.1. 

in 
Example 4.3 (Computingflights: rewritten and optimized). Consider the program P 
Example 1.1. 

rl:cheaporshort(S, D, T, C> 
r2:cheaporshort(S, D, T, C) 
r3:flight(Src, Dst, Time, Cost) 

r4:flight(S, D, T, C) 

: -flight(S, D, T, C>, T I 240. 
: -flight@, D, T, C>, C I 150. 

: - singleleg(Src, Dst, Time, Cost), Cost > 0, 
Time > 0. 

:-flight@, Dl, Tl, Cl),Jlight(Dl, D, T2, C2), 
T=Tl+T2+30,C=Cl+C2., 

where cheaporshort is the query predicate. We first add a rule 

rO:q,(S,D,T,C):-cheaporshort(S,D,T,C). 

and q1 is the new query predicate. Our procedure for generating minimum 
predicate constraints terminates on this example, and concludes that the predicate 
fright has the minimum predicate constraint ($3 > 0)&($4 > 0). It also concludes 
that the predicate cheaporshort has the minimum predicate constraint (($3 > O)& 
($3 I 240)&($4 > 0)) v (($3 > 0)&($4 > 0)&($4 I 150)). For each body predicate 
occurrence of flight and cheaporshort, we introduce the PTOL of the predicate 
constraints into the rule body. 

Now, procedure Gen-Prop-QRP- constraints can be applied to obtain the 
disjunctive constraint (($3 > 0)&($3 5 240)&($4 > 0)) V (($3 > 0)&($4 > 0)&($4 
5 150)) as the minimum QRP constraint on flight as well as cheaporshoti. Propa- 
gating these (minimum) QRP constraints and deleting the rules defining q1 results 
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in the following program P’: 

rl:cheaporshort(S, D, T, C) 
r2:cheaporshort(S, D, T, C) 
r3:cheaporshort(S, D, T, C) 

r4:flight’(Src, Dst, Time, Cost) 

r5:Jlight ‘(S, D, T, C) 

r6:flight’(Src, Dst, Time,Cost) 

r7:flight’(S, D, T, C) 

: - flight’(S, D, T, C), T > 0, T I 240, C > 0. 
:-flight’@, D, T, 0, T > 0,C > 0,C I 150. 
: -flight’@, D, T, C), T > 0, T I 240, C > 0, 

c I 150. 
: - Time > 0, Time I 240, 

singleleg(Src, Dst, Time, Cost>, Cost > 0. 
: - T > 0, T I 240,C > O,flight’(S, Dl, Tl,Cl), 

flight’(D1, D, T2,C2), Tl > 0, T2 > 0, 
T=Tl+T2+30,Cl>O,C2>0, 
c=c1+c2. 

: - Time > 0, Cost I 150, singleleg(Src, Dst, 
Time, Cost), Cost > 0. 

: - T > 0,C > 0, C I 150,flight’(S, Dl, Tl, Cl), 
jlight’(D1, D, T2, C2), Tl > 0, T2 > 0, 
T=Tl+T2+30,Cl>O,C2>0, 
c=c1+c2. 

Note that the bottom-up evaluation of P’ does not compute any flight’ fact that 
is not constraint-relevant to the query predicate. In particular, no flight’ fact with 
time > 240 minutes and cost > $150 is computed. Further, each of the facts 
computed during a bottom-up evaluation of P’ is a ground fact. 

Given a query, such as 

Query: ?-cheaporshort( madison, Seattle, Time, Cost) ., 

one could now rewrite this program using Magic Templates and the bound-if-ground 
rule for sips to take advantage of the pattern of constants in the actual query. This 
is not something that our optimization (based on generating minimum QRP 
constraints and propagating these into the bodies of rules) was designed to do. The 
magic rewritten program is now able to utilize the various constraints in the 
program rules, as well as the constants in the query, without computing constraint 
facts. 

We next show how propagating predicate constraints can make the difference 
between nontermination and termination in answering queries on a CQL program, 
even when the evaluation computes constraint facts. 

Example 4.4 (Computing backward Fibonacci: rewritten and optimized). Consider 
the program Pjb from Example 1.2: 

rl:fib(O, 1). 

r2:fib(l,l). 

r3:fib(N,Xl +X2):-N> l,fib(N- l,Xl),fib(N-2,X2). 

Note that $2 2 1 is a predicate constraint (though not the minimum) for fib. We 
can associate the PTOL of this constraint with each body occurrence of jib in rule 
r3 of Pfib. By introducing these constraints, we get the following program PFb_l: 

rl:fib(O, 1). 

r2:$b(l,l). 

r3:fib(N,Xl +X2):-N> l,fib(N- 1,X1),X1 2 l,fib(N-2,X2),X2> 1. 
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The Magic Templates transformation of the resultant program is P$i: 

rl:fib(O, 1) 
r2:fib(l, 1) 
r3:fib(N, Xl +x2) 

r4:m_fib(N - 1, Xl) 
rS:m_jib(N - 2, X2) 

r6:m_fib( N, 5). 

: - m-fib(0, 1). 
. - m_fib(l, 1). 
I - m_fib(N, Xl +X2), N > 1, fiMN - 1, Xl), Xl 2 1, 

j%(N - 2, X2), x2 r 1. 
:-m_fib(N,Xl +X2),N> 1,x1 r 1,x22 1. 
: - m_fib(N, Xl +X2), N > 1, fib( N - 1, Xl), Xl 2 1, 

x221. 

A seminaive bottom-up fixpoint evaluation of PfiTgl computes facts as shown in 
Table 2. Note that the answer to the query is computed in the seventh iteration, 
and the evaluation terminates after the eighth iteration because no new derivations 
are made during the eighth iteration. The additional constraints in the bodies of 
rules r3, r4, and r5 of P,“,f, p revent subsequent derivations. 

In a similar manner, given the query 

Query: ?-fib( N, 6) ., 

a seminaive bottom-up evaluation of Pfi7fl [with r6 replaced by m_fib(N, 611 
terminates, and answers “no” because there is no N whose Fibonacci number is 6. 
The bottom-up evaluation of Pfimbg would not terminate. 

4.6. Issues in the Generation and Propagation of QRP Constraints 

Given a CQL program P, procedure Constraint-rewrite generates and 
propagates minimum QRP constraints for each derived predicate in the program. 
Propagating QRP constraints into rule bodies has several advantages. For instance, 
in the bottom-up evaluation of program P’ of Example 4.3: 

1. Fewer flight’ facts need be computed (because the constraints in the rules 
defining cheuporshort are used earlier). In particular, no Fight’ fact with 
time > 240 and cost > 150 is computed. Because there could be an arbitrary 

TABLE 2. Derivations in a bottom-up evaluation of Ptimbg_,. 

Iteration Derivations made 

{r6:m_jibhV1,5)) 

(r4:m_jtb(Nl,Vl; Nl > 0,Vl 2 1,Vl I 4)) 

(r2:jib(l, l), r4:m_fib(Nl,Vl; Nl > 0,Vl z 1,Vl s 3)) 

{r5:m_fib(O, V2; V2 >_ 1,7/2 5 3), r5:m_fib(0,4)) 

{rl:fib(O, 1)) 
{r3:fib(2,2)) 
{r3:fib(3,3), rS:m_fib(1,3), r5:m_fib(l,V2;VZ t 1,VZ 5 2)) 

E:fib(4,5), rSzm_fib(2,2), rS:m_fib(2,1)} 
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number of fEight facts (in P) with time > 240 and cost > 150, considerable 
savings (in terms of the number of facts derived) are achieved. 

2. These constraints can be used for effective indexing of relations. In particu- 
lar, the constraints Cost 5 150 and Time 5 240 could be used to efficiently 
retrieve (via B trees, etc.) singleleg(_, --) Time, Cost) tuples satisfying this 
constraint. This can improve the efficiency of rule application. 

With disjunctive constraints, however, using fold/unfold transformations may 
lead to an increase in the number of derivations of each fact, though the number of 
facts computed may decrease. For instance, if the singleleg relation contained 
singleleg(madison, Chicago, 50,100), the original program P in Example 4.3 would 
derive JEight(madison, Chicago, 50,100) just once using the nonrecursive rule, 
whereas flight ‘(mu&son, Chicago, 50,100) would be derived twice using the nonre- 
cursive rules in P’. Because the number of disjuncts in the minimum QRP 
constraint, though finite, is unbounded, the number of derivations could increase 
considerably, in general. 

Notice that this problem of multiple derivations of flight’ facts arises because 
the minimum QRP constraint for flight is a nontrivial disjunction and the two 
disjuncts (($3 > 0) & ($3 I 240) & ($4 > 0)) and (($3 > 0) & ($4 > 0) & ($4 I 150)) 
“overlap” in that their intersection is satisfiable. There are two possible solutions 
to this problem: 

. First, one can represent the minimum QRP constraint in such a way that the 
intersection of no two disjuncts is satisfiable. The algorithms described in [131 
can be used to obtain such nonoverlapping disjuncts. Thus, for instance, 
the minimum QRP constraint for flight can be represented as (($3 > 0) 
& ($3 I 240)&($4 > 0) & ($4 I 1501) v (($3 > 0) & ($3 I 240) & ($4 > O)& 
($4 > 150)) V (($3 > 0)&($3 > 240)&($4 > 0)&($4 > 150)). If this represen- 
tation of the minimum QRP constraint for flight’ is propagated, the rewrit- 
ten program does not make any more derivations than the original program. 
However, the number of rules in the rewritten program could increase 
exponentially, because representing a given constraint set C as a constraint 
set C’ with nonoverlapping disjuncts could result in an exponential increase 
in the number of disjuncts. 

l Another possible solution is to bound the number of disjuncts to one by 
simplification of the QRP constraint, using constraint manipulation tech- 
niques. This is always possible, though the result of such a simplification 
would be a nonminimal QRP constraint, in general. Thus, for instance, in 
program P in Example 4.3, bounding the number of disjuncts in the QRP 
constraint to one, results in obtaining the QRP constraint as ($3 > O)& 
($4 > 0). Propagating this would not result in any reduction in the number of 
flight’ facts computed. 

In practical terms, there is a trade-off between the number of potentially 
relevant facts computed, the number of derivations of potentially relevant facts, 
and the overheads of applying a large number of rules. What choice to make 
depends on estimates of the relative costs of evaluation of the alternative rewritten 
programs. We do not discuss this issue further because it is outside the scope of 
this paper. 
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5. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR TERMINATION 

Given a CQL program P with linear arithmetic constraints, determining whether 
(any representation for) the minimum QRP constraint for a predicate p is a finite 
constraint set is undecidable, according to Theorem 3.3. However, one might be 
able to obtain decidability results if we restrict the classes of constraints that we 
consider in the CQL. In this section, we show that for a restricted class of 
constraint query languages we can obtain decidability results, and that our proce- 
dure for generating (and propagating) the minimum QRP constraints always 
terminates. 

Example 5.1. Consider program Pl of Example 4.2: 

rl:q(X,Y):-a(X,Y),XIlO,YIX. 

r2:a(X,Y):-p(X,Y),YSX. 

r3’:a(X,Y):-a(X,Z),Z5X,a(Z,Y),YIZ. 

It is easy to see that, because there are no arithmetic function symbols in the 
program and the only arithmetic predicate used is I , the only “simple” con- 
straints that can be part of the QRP constraint for a, generated by procedure 
Gen_QRP-constraintqare $1~10,$2~10,10~$1,10~$2,$1 1$1,$1<$2, 
$2 I $2, and $2 5 $1. No constant other than 10 can be part of the QRP constraint 
generated for a, because that would require the use of an arithmetic function 
symbol to create the new constant. 

Each disjunct in a constraint set can contain any or all of these “simple” 
constraints. Because there are 8 “simple” constraints, there can be at most 
28 = 256 disjuncts in the QRP constraint generated for a. Each iteration of our 
procedure to generate QRP constraints checks whether the “new” constraints are 
subsumed by the “approximate” QRP constraint, and adds at least one “new” 
disjunct in each iteration (else it terminates). Because there are only a bounded 
number (256) of disjuncts possible, our procedure can iterate only 256 times, before 
it must terminate. 

In the case of Pl, our procedure, Gen_Prop-QRP-constraints, terminates 
in just two iterations. 

Theorem 5.1. Consider a constraint query language with linear arithmetic constraints of 
the form X op Y and X op c, where op is one of { I , 2 , I , > } and c is a constant. 
Given a CQL program P with these constraints, there is a terminating procedure to 
compute minimum QRP constraints. 

PROOF. Consider a CQL with linear arithmetic constraints of the form Xop Y and 
X op c, where op is one of { I , 2 , < , > } and c is a constant. In such a constraint 
query language, no n-ary (n > 0) function symbols (such as + or *) are permitted. 
A “simple” constraint (on the arguments of a predicate) in a program in such a 
CQL can either be of the form $i I c, $i < c, c I $i, c < $i, $i I $j, or $i < $j. (A 
simple constraint involving 2 or > can be treated as an equivalent constraint 
using I or < .> If predicate p has arity k, there can be at most 2k2 + 4k “simple” 
constraints that can be part of the predicate constraint or the QRP constraint 
generated for p. (There can be k2 constraints each of the forms $i I $j and 
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$i < $j, and k constraints each6 of the forms $i I c, $i <c, c I $i, and c < $i.) 
Consequently, there can be at most 22kz+4k disjuncts in the predicate constraint or 
the QRP constraint for p. 

If program P contains n predicates, with arity at most k, it is easy to see that at 
most IZ * 22k2+4k disjuncts are possible in the predicate or the QRP constraints 
generated for predicates in P. Because each iteration of procedure Gen-predi- 

cate-constraints and procedure Gen_QRP-constraints adds at least one 
“new” disjunct, each of these procedures terminates in at most 12 *22k2+4k itera- 
tions.7 Consequently, Procedure Constraint-rewrite terminates on this class 
of programs, having generated and propagated minimum QRP constraints. This 
also gives us the decidability result. 

This result can be generalized easily to constraint query languages with no n-ary 
(n > 0) function symbols and only a finite number of constraint predicate symbols. 

6. UNDERSTANDING PREVIOUS TECHNIQUES 

Balbin et al. 111 and Mumick et al. [9] consider the problem of propagating 
constraints such as X> 10 in a range-restricted, function-free CQL program P.8 
Both [l] and [9] use a combination of constraint propagation and Magic Templates. 

A fundamental limitation of each of these techniques is that they do not utilize 
semantic properties of constraints. The techniques presented in this paper make 
essential use of such properties and are, hence, able to optimize programs that 
could not be handled by previous techniques. 

6.1. Balbin et al. ‘s C Transformation 

The approach taken by Balbin et al. [l] is to try to propagate constraints using (a 
more limited version than we consider of) fold/unfold and then apply Magic Sets. 
Given a program P, their technique is depicted in Figure 1. It can be split into 
three phases: 

1. First, they have an adornment phase, which uses the bf adornment, where b 
stands for bound and f stands for free. The sips (sideways information 
passing strategies) selected treat an argument as bound only if it is bound to 
a ground term. Let the adorned program obtained be Pod. 

2. Second, they perform a C transformation on the adorned program. The C 
transformation is expressed as a sequence of fold, unfold, and definition steps 
using the fold/unfold transformations of Tamaki and Sato [14]. This step 
propagates constraints into the recursive rules, while obtaining a query-equiv- 
alent program. A constraint in a rule body is treated as any other rule body 
literal for the purposes of the transformation? Let the C-transformed pro- 
gram be Pad,C. 

6Even if there are, say two constants cr and c2 in the program, in each disjunct there can only be 
one of $i 5 cl and $i I c2 present. The other constraint is redundant. 

‘This is a combinatorial upper bound for the number of iterations taken. For most programs, we 
expect the bound to be considerably lower. 

‘Range restrictedness is a sufficient syntactic condition for all the facts computed during the 
bottom-up evaluation of a program to be ground facts. 

‘Balbin et al. [l] refers to constraints in P as constraining predicates. For instance, > is a 
constraining predicate and X > 3 is a constraining literal. 
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FIGURE 1. The transformation of Balbin et al. 

3. In the third phase, they perform the standard Magic Sets transformation on 
the C transformed program. The resultant program is denoted Pad,C,mg. 

Thus, the approach of [l] is to C transform the (adorned) program before the 
Magic Sets rewriting is applied, Further, given a program P that has only 
range-restricted rules, the transformation of [l] has the property that each of Pad, 
P od,C, and pdC,mg h as only range-restricted rules. Consequently, all the facts 
computed during the bottom-up evaluation of the C transformed program as well 
as the magic rewritten program are ground facts. 

Our procedures for generating and propagating minimum QRP constraints can 
be straightforwardly used to replace the constraint propagation phase of the 
technique of Balbin et al. [l]. The resulting technique can optimize a larger class of 
programs than [l]. 

6.2. Mumick et a1.h GMT Transformation 

The approach taken by Mumick et al. [9] (the Ground Magic Set, or GMT, 
transformation) directly extends the Magic Templates rewriting of [lo] to support 
propagation of arithmetic constraints without leading to computation of constraint 
facts. Although [9] presents the GMT transformation as a single algorithm that 
combines Magic Templates with the propagation of constraints, to understand the 
GMT transformation, it is best to think of GMT as a three step transformation, as 
shown in Figure 2: 

1. Given a program P, the first step is an adornment phase. They generalize the 
class of bound (b) and free (f) adornments to include a condition (c) 
adornment that describes selections involving arithmetic inequalities. They 
describe how sips can be modified to allow conditions, in addition to bindings, 
to be passed sideways. Let the adorned program obtained be Pad. 

2. In the second step, they take a bcf adorned program, and apply the Magic 
Templates transformation of [lo] to get a program that may have non-range 
restricted magic rules. Let the Magic Templates transformed program be 
pad,mg 

3. Finally, they ground the magic rules in Padgmg to get a range restricted 
program Pnd*mg,gr. 

Adorn 

P 
ad 4Ply 

’ P ’ P adw Gmunding 
BP 

ad.mggr 

urhg (bd) Magic sur tmlsfoml 

FIGURE 2. The transformation of Mumick et al. 
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Our contribution is to show that this final (and quite complicated) grounding 
step can be understood as a sequence of fold/unfold transformations using the 
system of Tamaki and Sato [14]. Thus, the technique of [9] can also be decomposed 
into a combination of the standard Magic Templates rewriting and the fold/unfold 
transformation, each of which is well understood. 

Semantic properties of constraints can also be used to enhance the adornment 
phase in the GMT algorithm of [9] and permit a larger class of programs to be 
optimized. 

In contrast to 111, the approach of [9] is to magic transform the (adorned) 
program before applying the fold/unfold transformations. This intermediate (magic) 
program P ad,mg could compute constraint facts. However, the final program 
obtained, Pad*“‘g,gr, has only range-restricted rules and, hence, computes only 
ground facts. Mumick et al. [9] impose some conditions on programs on which the 
grounding transformation (and hence the GMT transformation) would work. We 
first describe these conditions, and for the class of programs that satisfy these 
conditions, we describe the sequence of fold/unfold transformations that “cap- 
tures” the grounding step of [9]. 

Definition 6.1 (Groundable program). Consider a range-restricted bcf adorned pro- 
gram Pad. The program Pad is said to be groundable if for each predicate p*“* 
in Pad with at least one c in its adornment, and for each rule in Pad defining 

P *‘*, the following holds: Each variable in a conditioned cc> argument position 
of the head of the rule also occurs in an ordinary body literal q(_%?);), such that q 
is not recursive with p*“*. 

Such a literal q(x) is referred to as a grounding subgoal. 

The main result of Mumick et al. [9] is contained in the following theorem. 

Theorem 6.1. Given a range-restricted, groundable program Pad, bcf adorned for the 
query Q, the program Pad,mg,gr, obtained after the GMT transformation has the 
properties that (1) P ad*mg,gr is range-restticted and (2) Pad,“‘g,gr is query equivalent 
to Pad with respect to the query Q. 

We now describe the sequence of fold/unfold transformations that captures the 
“grounding” step in the GMT transformation. The fold/unfold transformations 
work on the rules of P nd*mg based on the structure of the strongly connected 
components (SCC) of Pad. Procedure Ground-Fold-Unfold gives an algorith- 
mic description of the fold/unfold transformations that capture the grounding 
step: 

Ground_Fold_Unfold(~nd,~ad~mg) 

I 
let S1,..., S,be a topological sorting of the SCCs of pad, 
withS,as the SCC of the query predicate. 

W=the rules of Pad,“‘g. 
for i= 1 ton do 
Ground_SCC-Fold-Unfold tSi,W) /* this procedure modifies 

9. */ 

end for 

the resulting program is a range-restricted program. 
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Ground-SCC_Fold-Unfold (S,,L%) 

C 
letSi define predicatesp~c*,...,p~,*. 

/* these predicates are used only in SCCs S,,...,Si inPad. */ 

let m-p;‘*, l<j srn be the corresponding magic predicates. 

let Rnq,ext be the rules definingm_p$'* insobtained from 

body occurrences of pGc* in SCCs S1,...,Si_,. 

let Rmg,in* be the rules defininqm_pcc* in9obtained from body 

occurrences of p,;‘* in Si. 

let R, be the rules defininqpGc*,15 jl m ins. 
let R m lower be the rules defininqm-q ins, obtained from 

occurrences of q inSi,where q is defined in SCCs,,j> i. 

Definition Step: 
letGkbe the set of grounding subgoals (and assoc,iated con- 

straints) in rule rp,k (defininqp,7c*) in R,. 
for each rule rp,k (defining p$“*) in R,, create a new predi- 

cate s-k-p. 
/* [MFPR901 refers to these as supplementary 

predicates. */ 
let the rule defininqs-k-p be: r,,,:s_k_pO:-m_p~‘*O,G,. 

/* this rule is range-restricted, since it 

containsGk. */ 

let R,,, be all these new rules. 

Unfold Step: 
unfold the definition of m-p,?“*, 1 <j sm into Rdefn and R,_,,,,,. 

let Run, be the resulting set of rules. 

let R ,g4unf be the subset of R,,, containing an occurrence of 

m-pii 9 lsjsm. 

let Rti*,un, be the subset of R,,f containing no occurrence of 

m-pl;C*, 1 sjsm., 

Fold Step: 

fold rsA+ (the definition of s-k-p) into each rule in R, and 

R mfJ,un/. 
letRfold be the resulting set of rules. 

the set of rules R,_p,dxr, Rm_p,int,Rp and R,J,wer is replaced by 

Rfold and Rm unf* 
/* since'no rule defining m-p;‘* i‘s reachable from the 

query predicate */ 

We believe that procedure Ground-Fold-Unfold produces the,same program 
as the grounding step of the GMT transformation. We do not provide a formal 
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proof of this claim, although the similarity in the two procedures should be evident. 
We do prove, however, that procedure Ground_Fold_Unfold results in range- 
restricted programs, and the resultant program is query-equivalent to the original, 
as is the result of [9]. 

Theorem 6.2. Given a range-restricted, groundable program Pad, bcf adorned for the 
query Q, and the (possibly) non-range-restricted program Pad,‘?‘s obtained by the 
Magic Templates rewriting of Pad using grounding sips [9], the program P’ obtained 
by using procedure Ground-Fold-Unfold (Pad, Pad*“‘s) is such that (1) P’ is a 
range-restricted program and (2) P’ is query equivalent to Pad with respect to the 
query Q. 

PROOF. We prove the first result by induction on the SCC structure of Pad based 
on the sequence of invocations of procedure Ground_SCC_Fold_Unfold. The 
proof of the second result follows from the correctness of the Magic Templates 
transformation and the correctness of the fold/unfold transformations used. 

We use the following notation in this proof. Let 9 be the set of rules in the 
program prior to an invocation of procedure Ground_SCC_Fold_Unfold on 
SCC Si. Let pr?;‘*, . . . , pz* be the predicates defined in SCC Si. Let m-p:‘*, 
1 ~j I m, be the corresponding magic predicates. Let Rm_p,ext be the rules 
defining m-p:‘* 
Pad. Let 

in 9 obtained from occurrences of p;‘* in SCCs S,, . . . , Si_ 1 of 
R 

p;c* 
,,_p,int be the rules defining m-p;‘* in ZZ obtained from occurrences of 

in Sj. Let Rp be the rules in 9 defining p,T’*. Let RmJower be the rules 
defining m-q in 3, obtained from occurrences of q in Si, where q is defined in 
Xz 2, j > i. Let Rfold and R,,,,,, be the rules replacing Rm_p,exl, Rm_p,inr, R,, 

mJower In 9 after the Invocation of procedure Ground_SCC_Fold_ 
Unfold on Si. 

We prove the result by proving the following claims: 

Claim 1. In 2: 

1. All rules defining nonmagic predicates are range-restricted. 
2. Only magic predicates that have a ‘c’ (condition adornment) in their adorn- 

ment could have non-range-restricted rules defining it, i.e., all rules defining 
magic predicates adorned using only the bf adornment are range-restricted. 

3. There is no occurrence of a magic predicate with a c in its adornment in the 
body of any rule in R,q,,,t. 

PROOF OF CLAIM 1. For the base case, Claims 1.1 and 1.2 are true of Pad*“‘s, 
because the bcf adornment ensures that only magic predicates that have a ‘c’ 
adornment can have non-range-restricted rules defining it, and Claim 1.3 is true of 
the “seed” magic rule generated from the query. 

For the induction step, assume the claim is true prior to an invocation of 
Ground-SCC-Fold-Unfold on SCC Sj. Now consider the rules Rmqp,exr, 
R m_p,int? R,, and RmJower- Because we consider only groundable programs, each 
rule rp k in R, is of the form 

- 
rr,k:p$C*(X):-m_p~c*(?&),G,,Nk., 

where G, is the set of grounding subgoals (and associated constraints) from the 
corresponding rule in Pad and Nk is the set of remaining subgoals. The grounding 
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sips of [91 ensures that each grounding (nonrecursive) subgoal (and constraints on 
it> precedes each of the nongrounding subgoals (and corresponding constraints). 

As a consequence, each rule in R,_p,int (derived from T~,~) is of the form 

m-Pi?z* (x2): - m-pGC* (q), G, , c, , hfk ., 

- 
where G, grounds each c variable in XI, C, is a set of constraining literals, which 
could result in this rule being non-range-restricted, and Mk may contain some 
recursive subgoals of r,,k. Note that each variable in a condition (c) position of the 
head has to occur in C,, and each variable in C, that is not “ground” subsequently 
occurs in a condition variable in the head. 

First, consider the rules in R,,,unf. These are obtained by unfolding the rules in 
R mq,,exr 
R 

into the rules in Rdefn and Rmdower. The rules in R,, ,,,,f obtained from 

m-lower will be part of Rm_p,ext for SCC S,,, h > i. There is no occurrence of a 
magic predicate with a ‘c’ in its adornment in the body of any of these rules, 
because by the induction hypothesis, none of the rules in R,,,,,( had any magic 
predicate with a ‘c’ in its adornment. 

A rule in R,,f, is of the form 

s_k_p( ) : - m-p;‘* (x2), G, , 

where G, grounds all conditioned variables in X,. 
Consider the rules in R,,,,,f obtained from R,,f,,. Because each rule in R,,f,, 

is range-restricted and G, grounds all conditioned variables in the m-p,?‘* literal, 
each rule in R,, Unf obtained from R,,f, is also range-restricted. Rules in R,,,,,, 

defining magic predicates with only bf adornments are obviously range-restricted. 
Now, consider the rules in R,,++,,f. These are obtained by unfolding the rules 

in R m_p,int 
R 

into the rules in R,,f, and Rm,owe,. Given the form of a rule in 
,,,,int, a rule in R,, Unf obtained from Rdefn is of the form 

S-k-p( ) : - m-p;:* (K), G, , C, , Mh, G, ., 

where G, is the set of grounding subgoals for conditioned variables in X,. This rule 
is also range-restricted, because every variable in C,, is ground by G, (the variables 
in C,, not ground by M,, are precisely those that appeared in a condition argument 
of the magic literal in the rule defining s-k-p prior to the unfolding). Rules in 
R m+,unf defining magic predicates with only bf adornments are obviously range- 
restricted. 

Finally, consider the rules in Rfold. These are obtained by folding the original 
definition of s-k-p into rules in R, and R,, unf. From the form of these rules 
(previously given), it can be seen that if there is a magic literal m-p;“*&) present 
in the body of a rule in R, or R,, unf, then the grounding subgoals G, are also 
present in the body of that rule. Consequently, the folding step can be performed. 
This does not affect the range restrictedness and eliminates all occurrences of 
magic predicates R, _*~, with a ‘c’ in its adornment. 

Thus, the only rules in R,,,,.,,, and Rford 
derived from rules in Rm_rowe, 

that are not range-restricted are those 
that define a magic predicate with a ‘c’ in its 

adornment. This completes the induction step, and the proof of Claims 1.1 to 1.3. 
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Claim 2. After an invocation of procedure Ground-SCC_Fold_Unfold on SCC 
Si, there are no rules in L%? defining any m_pij that has a ‘c’ in its adornment, 
nor are there any body occurrences of such m-p,;‘* literals. 

PROOF OF CLAIM 2. For the base case, this is trivially true prior to the invocation 
on SCC S,. For the induction step, assume that this is true prior to the invocation 
of procedure Ground_SCC_Fold_Unfold on SCC Si, and consider the ith 
invocation. In procedure Ground-SCC_Fold-Unfold, each body occurrence of 
m_pij with a ‘c’ in its adornment has been folded away because of the presence of 
associated grounding subgoals. Because no rule defining m-p,;‘* is reachable, 
each of these rules can be deleted from 9 without affecting query equivalence. 
This completes the induction step and the proof of Claim 2. •I 

From Claim 2, we have that after the invocation of procedure Ground_SCC- 

Fold-Unfold on SCC S,, there are no rules in 5%’ defining any magic predicate 
m-p that has a ‘c’ in its adornment, nor is there any body occurrence of such an 
m_p*C” literal. Hence, the only rules in 5%’ are rules defining nonmagic predicates 
(original adorned predicates and supplementary predicates) and magic predicates 
with bf adornments. From Claim 1, we have that all rules defining these predicates 
are range-restricted rules. This concludes the proof of the theorem. 0 

The key intuition behind why the GMT transformation results in range-re- 
stricted rules is that although the rules defining the magic predicates in Pad,“‘g are 
not range-restricted, one could eliminate the rules defining those predicates and 
replace them by auxiliary predicates all of whose rules are range-restricted. 

We illustrate how the sequence of fold/unfold steps of procedure Ground- 

Fold-Unfold captures the “grounding” step using the following example. 

Example 6.1 (Fold /unfold captures grounding step). Consider the following 
(adorned) program-query pair P from Example 4.3 in [91: 

rl:p”f(X,Y):- lJ> lO,q”‘f(X,U,V),W> V,p’f(W,Y). 

r2:p’f( x, Y) : - u”f( x, Y) . 

r3:q”f( x, Y, 2) : - ql’f( x, U)) q2fC( w, Y), q3bbf( u, w, Z) . 

Query: ?-X > 10, p”f( X, Y) . 

For rule rl, the set of grounding subgoals is given by (U> 10,qccf(X,U,V)~, for 
rule r2, the set of grounding subgoals is given by Iucf(X,Y)), and for rule r3, the 
set of grounding subgoals is given by {qlcf(X, U>, q2fc(W, YN. 

Using the Magic Templates transformation of [lOI and full left-to-right sips, we 
obtain Pmg: 

mrl:m_pcf(X) :-x> 10. 
mr2:m_pcf(WI : - m_pcf(X>, U > 10, qccf(X, 0; V), W> V. 
rl: pCf(X,Y) :- m_pcf(X), U > 10, qccf(X, U, VI, W> V, pcf(W,Y). 
r2: p”f(X, Y) : - m_pcf(X), ucf(X, Y>. 
mr3:m_qccf(X, U) : - m_pcf(X), U > 10. 
r3: qccf(X,Y, Z> : - m_qccf(X, Y>, qlcf(X, U>, q2fc(W, Y>, q3bbf(U, W, Z>. 

The fold/unfold transformations work on the SCC structure of P. Because there 
are two SCCs in P (the higher one defining pcf and the lower one defining qccf), 
we have two iterations, first for the higher SCC and then for the lower SCC. 
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For the first iteration, we have R,+,,,t = {mrl), R,,,,,int = {mr2), R, = (rl, r21, 

and Rmher = {mr3}. In the first step for this iteration, we define two new 
predicates s_l_p’f and s_2_pCf using the following rules: 

r4:s_l_p’f( x, V) : - m_p”f( X) ) u > 10, q”f( x, if, V). 

r5:s_2_pcf(X,Y):-m_pcf(X),ucf(X,Y). 

In the second step, we unfold the definition of m_pcf (rules mrl and m-2) into 
rules r4, r5, and mr3 to get 

r41: s-l-p’f (X, V) : -x > 10, u > 10, qC”f( x, u, V) . 

r42 : s_l_p”f(X,V):-m_p”f(Xl),Ul> 10,q”f(X1,U1,1/1),X> 1/l, 

u > 10, q”“f ( x, u, V) . 

r51: s_2_p’f(X,Y):-X> lO,zCf(X,Y). 

r52: s_2_p’f(X,Y):-m_pCf(X1),U1 > 10,q”“f(X1,U1,V1),X> Vl, 

U”f(X,Y). 

mr31: m_q”f( x, U) : -x > 10, u > 10. 

mr32: m_qccf(X,U):-m_pcf(X1),U1 > 10,qcCf(X1,U1,V1),X> T/l, 

u> 10. 

In the third step of the first iteration, we fold rules r4 and r5 into the bodies of 
r42, r52, mr32, t-1, and r2 to get 

r43: s_l_pcf(X, VI : - s_l_p’f(Xl, Vl>, x > Vl, u > 10, q”f(X, u, VI. 
r53: s_2_pcf(X, Y> : - s_l_p”f(Xl, Vl), x > Vl, u”f(X,Y). 

mr33:m_qccf(X, U> : - s_l_p”f(Xl, Vl), x > Vl, u > 10. 

rll: pcf(X, Y) :-s_l_pcf(X,v),W> V,p”f(W,Y). 
r21: pcf(X, Y) : - s_2_p”f(X,Y). 

The result of the first iteration is the set of rules {r41, r51, mr31, r43, r53, mr33, 
rll, r21, r3). 

For the second iteration, we now have Rm_q,ext = (mr31, mr331, Rm_q,inr = 0, 

R, = k3L and R,_,,,,, = 0. In the first step for this iteration, we define a new 
predicate s-3_q’“f using the rule 

r6:s_3_qccf(X,U,W,Y):-m_qccf(X,Y),qlcf(X,U),q2fc(W,Y). 

In the second step of this iteration, we unfold the definition of m_qccf (rules mr31 
and mr33) into rule r6 to get 

r61:s_3_qccf(X,U,W,Y):-X> lO,Y> 10.qlcf(X,U),q2fc(W,Y). 

r62:s_3_qccf(X,U,W,Y):-s_l_pcf(X1,V1),X> Vl,Y> 10, 

qlCf(X,U),q2fC(W,Y). 

In the third step of this iteration, we fold rule r6 into the body of r3 to get 

r31:qccf(X,Y,Z):-s__3_qccf(X,U, W,Y),q36bf(U, W,Z). 
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The final program obtained after these two iterations consists of the set of rules 
{r41, r43, r51, r53, r61, r62, rll, r21, r31). This resulting program is range-restricted 
and can be seen to be the same as the program obtained by the GMT transforma- 
tion. 

7. COMBINING CONSTRAINT PROPAGATION WITH MAGIC REWRITING 

Consider a CQL program P, with linear arithmetic constraints. We described two 
procedures, procedure Gen_Prop-predicate-constraints and procedure 
Gem_Prop_QRP-constraints, that preserved the core of P while propagating 
constraints that occur in the program P. (A combination of these procedures 
generated and propagated minimum QRP constraints.) The rewritten programs 
obtained using these two procedures preserve equivalence with respect to every 
possible query on the query predicate. An advantage of these techniques is that if 
the evaluation of the original program computed only ground facts, so do the 
evaluations of the rewritten programs. A shortcoming of these techniques for 
propagating constraints is that they are not able to take advantage of the pattern of 
constants in the actual query, known only at run time, or the actual set of facts in 
the database predicates. 

Magic Templates [lo] is a rewriting strategy that is able to take advantage of 
constants in the actual query, as well as the actual set of facts in the database 
predicates, thereby restricting the computation to facts that are potentially relevant 
to answering a given query. However, a shortcoming of this technique is that the 
bottom-up evaluation of the Magic Templates transformed program could compute 
constraint facts, even if the bottom-up evaluation of the original program com- 
puted only ground facts. There are two cases in which the Magic Templates 
transformation computes only ground facts: 

l First, when we use the class of bf adornments, where an argument is bound 
(b) only if it is bound to a ground term; it is free (f) otherwise. 

l Second, when we use the class of bcf adornments of Mumick et al. [9] for 
groundable programs, with grounding sips, in conjunction with their GMT 
algorithm. 

Animportantquestionishowprocedures Gen_Prop-predicate-constraints 

and Gen-Prop-QRP-constraints interact with the use of Magic Templates in 
these cases. 

‘In the rest of this section, we describe this interaction in detail for the class of bf 
adornments. In Section 6.2, we considered the use of bcf adornments in the 
context of the GMT algorithm. In Section 7.7, we briefly consider how the 
interaction ofMagic and procedures Gen_Prop-predicate-constraints and 
Gen-Prop-QRP-constraints can be explored further for the case of bcf 
adornments. 

We use the following notation. Let P wed be the program obtained from P 
using Gen_Prop_predicate-constraints, Pq’P be the program obtained 
from P using Gen_Prop-QRP-constraints, and P”g be the program obtained 
from (adorned) program P using Magic Templates rewriting. (Thus, Ppred,qrp is 
the program obtained by first applying procedure Gen_Prop_predicate- 

constraints to P andthenapplyingprocedure Gen-Prop_QRP-constraints 

on the resultant program Ppred, etc.) 
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7.1. Problems Addressed 

Consider a bf adorned CQL program P, with linear arithmetic constraints, such 
that the bottom-up evaluation of P computes only ground facts. The program P 
can be successively optimized using a sequence of applications of procedure 
Gen_Prop_predicate-constraints (to generate and propagate minimum 
predicate constraints), procedure Gen_Prop_QRP- constraints (to generate 
and propagate QRP constraints), and the Magic Templates rewriting (to propagate 
binding information). An important question concerns their interaction. 

Our main result is that given a bf adorned CQL program P, with linear 
arithmetic constraints, the rewritten program obtained by first applying procedure 
Gen_Prop-predicate-constraints, followed by applying procedure 
Gen_Prop_QRP- constraints, and finally adapting the Magic Templates rewrit- 
ing, that is PJ”ed-qrp,mg, is optimal among all rewritten programs obtained from P 
by using a sequence of applications of the three rewritings, where the first two 
rewritings can be applied any number of times in the sequence, and the third 
rewriting can be applied exactly once. 

We also show the following situations: 

l Given a bf adorned CQL program P, with linear arithmetic constraints, 
procedure Gen_Prop-QRP- constraints and the Magic Templates 
rewriting are not confluent, i.e., the order in which these two rewritings are 
applied on a program affects the final resultant program. For some programs 
P, the program PqrJ’,“‘g computes fewer facts (for all EDBs and queries) 
than the program PmgTqrp; for other programs, the program Pmgpqrp com- 
putes fewer facts than P qwrng We also identify conditions when it is more . 
advantageous to apply procedure Gen-Prop-QRP-constraints first. 

l Given a bf adorned CQL program P, with linear arithmetic constraints, 
procedure Constraint-rewrite (which is a sequence of applications of 
procedures Gen_Prop-predicate-constraints and Gen_Prop-QRP- 
constraints) and the Magic Templates rewriting are not confluent either. 
However, as shown by our main result, the program Pp’ed,qrJ’,mg (obtained by 
applying procedure Constraint-rewrite first and then applying the 
Magic Templates rewriting) always computes fewer facts than the program 
pmg,pred.qrp. 

The Magic Templates rewriting that we consider for our results is one in which 
all the constraint information present in a rule r in program P is also present in 
each magic rule generated from rule r. We refer to this as constraint magic 
rewriting, which is described next. 

7.2. Constraint Magic Rewriting 

Consider an adorned CQL program P. The Magic Templates rewriting of P to 
Pmg is said to be a constraint magic rewriting iff the following condition is satisfied. 
Let r be any rule in P of the form 

where C, is the conjunction of constraints in the body of rule r. Let mr, be a magic 
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rule in Pmg, obtained from body literal p&Q in rule r, of the form 

--i “‘I:m_pi(xi):-m_p(~),Cmr,,... .) 

where C,,, is the conjunction of constraints in the body of rule mr,. For each such 
mr, in Pmi, let 7 be the variables appearing in the (head and body of the) rule. 
Then, for each rule r in P and each such mr, in P”‘s, it is the case that 

f&+3 = “ii;(C,J. 

The intuition is that all the constraints in rule r that are “relevant” to the magic 
rule mr, should be present in the body of rule mr,. 

We make the following assumptions about the constraint magic rewriting used: 

l The same sip strategy is chosen for rules that differ only in the constraints in 
the rule. This assumption is made for simplicity of exposition, and can be 
relaxed easily. 

l The conjunction of constraints C, in the body of rule r is in the tail of every 
sip arc for rule r. This guarantees that the Magic Templates rewriting is a 
constraint magic rewriting. 

Proposition 7.1. Consider a bf adorned CQL program P, with linear arithmetic 
constraints, such that the bottom-up evaluation of P computes only ground facts. 
Consider a sip strategy S and let Pmg be the result of the constraint magic rewriting 
of P with sip strategy S. Then the bottom-up evaluation of Pmg computes only 
ground facts and is query equivalent to P for all input databases. 

7.3. Combining Gen-Prop-QRP- constraint s with Constraint Magic 
Rewriting 

Each of the rewritings, procedure Gen_Prop_QRP- constraint s and constraint 
magic rewriting, propagates information available on the head of a rule to predi- 
cates occurring in the body of the rule. Procedure Gen-Prop-QRP- constraints 

propagates constraint information, whereas constraint magic rewriting propagates 
information about the pattern of constants in the actual query and the facts in the 
actual database. Consequently, it is of interest to determine whether these two 
rewritings are confluent, i.e., does the order in which these two rewritings are 
applied on a program affect the final resultant program? 

We first describe example programs to show that the two rewritings are not 
confluent. (The adornments are omitted for simplicity.) 

Example 7.1. Consider the following program P: 

rl:q(X,Y):-al(X,Y),X54. 

r2:al(X,Y):-bl(X,Z),a2(Z,Y). 

r3:a2(X,Y):-b2(X,Y). 

r4:a2(X,Y):-b2(X,Z),a2(Z,Y)., 

where q is the query predicate and qff is the query adornment. For this program 
P, it is preferable to apply procedure Gen-Prop-QRP-constraints followed by 
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the constraint magic rewriting, independent of the facts in the database. Example 
D.l in Appendix D describes in more detail the various programs obtained by 
applying the rewritings in different orders. 

The preceding example also illustrates that procedure Constraint-rewrite 

and constraint magic rewriting are not confluent either. 

Example 7.2. Consider the following program P: 

rl:q(X,Y):-al(X,Y). 

r2:al(X,Y):-bl(X,Z),XI4,a2(Z,Y). 

r3:a2(X,Y):-b2(X,Y). 

r4:a2( X, Y) : - b2( X, Z), a2( 2, Y) ., 

where q is the query predicate and q bf is the query adornment. For this program 
P, it is preferable to apply constraint magic rewriting followed by procedure 
Gen_Prop_QRP-constraints, independent of the facts in the database, and 
pattern of constants in the actual query. Example D.2 in Appendix D describes in 
more detail the various programs obtained by applying the rewritings in different 
orders. 

Examples 7.1 and 7.2 show that, in general, no ordering of procedure 
Gen-Prop-QRP- constraint s and constraint magic rewriting is alw.ays superior 
to the other. However, for a restricted class of CQL programs, we can show that 
applying procedure Gen_Prop-QRP- cons t raint s followed by constraint magic 
rewriting is superior to applying constraint magic rewriting followed by applying 
procedure Gen_Prop_QRP- constraints. Theorem 7.2 identifies conditions on 
the form of such programs. 

Theorem 7.2, Consider a bf adorned CQL program P, with sip strategy S such that the 
bottom-up evaluation of P computes only ground facts. Also, if r is a rule in P of the 

form 

r:p(X):-C,,pl(X1),...,pn(X,)., 

let C, imply PTOL(p,(m,C;,), 1 5 i IIZ, where Ci, is the minimum predicate 
constraint for predicate pi. Then, for all databases D and pattern of constants in the 
actual query, the bottom-up evaluation of P ~2 mg (using sip strategy S) on database 
D computes a subset of the set of facts computed by the bottom-up evaluation of 
Pmg*qrp (using sip strategy S) on database D. 

PROOF. Consider a CQL program P satisfying the conditions of the theorem. 
Consider any rule r in P: 

r:p(~):-C,,p,(X,),...,p,(~). 

In the magic program Pmg, the modified rule and the magic rules generated from 
rule r in P are of the form 

- 
r:p(X>: - C,,nLpcyl),pIR& . . . . p,(x). 

mr,:m-p,(F): - C,, m-p@>. 

- 
mr,:m-p,(z): - C,, m_p(X’), . . . . 
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Again, consider rule r in P and the propagation of QRP constraints into the body 
of rule r using procedure Gen-Prop-QRP-constraints. Each of the resulting 
rules” in Pq’f’ is of the form 

- 
r:P(X):-Cp,CI,p,(X1),...,Pn(X,)., 

where Cp is a disjunct in the QRP constraint propagated for p. Because the rules 
in P9’P have at least as many constraints as the corresponding rule r in P, 
constraint magic rewriting guarantees that each rule in Pq’P,mg obtained from rule 
r in PqrJ’ has at least as many constraints as the corresponding rules in P”‘g. 

Hence, to prove the theorem we only need to prove that the QRP constraints 
generated and propagated by procedure Gen-Prop-QRP-constraints for each 
(magic and nonmagic) derived predicate p in P”g are implied by the conjunction 
of constraints present in the body of each rule defining p in Pq’J’,“‘g. 

First consider a nonmagic derived predicate p in P”‘g and PqrJ’,mg. The 
constraints present in the body of each rule defining p in Pq’J’,“‘g include, in 
addition to the constraints present in the corresponding rule in P”‘g, a disjunct 
from the QRP constraint generated for p in P (and propagated in PqrJ’). 

Claim 1. If Cl, is the QRP constraint generated for predicate p in P, and C2, is 
the QRP constraint generated for predicate p in Pmg, then Cl, 3 C2,. 

PROOF OF CLAIM 1. The QRP constraint obtained for p in P was based on 
occurrences of p literals in the body of rules in P and corresponding literal 
constraints. In Pmg, each of these occurrences is present (in modified original 
rules). In addition, there are some more occurrences of p literals in the bodies of 
magic rules. Using induction, it can be shown that at the end of each iteration i of 
procedure Gen_QRP- constraints, the “approximate” QRP constraint Cl: (the 
disjunction of Cl;’ and the literal constraints on occurrences of p in the ith 
iteration) implies the “approximate” QRP constraint C2;. The claim follows from 
the monotonic nature of the nonrecursive inference in the generation of QRP 
constraints. q 

Next, consider a magic predicate m-p in Pmg and PqrpSmg. 

Claim 2. If Cl,, is the conjunction of constraints in the body of a rule defining 
m- in Pq’p,mg and C2,, 
in Fmg 

is the QRP constraint generated for predicate m-p 
, then Cl,, 3C2,,. 

PROOF OF CLAIM 2. (Sketch). The QRP constraint generated for predicate m-p in 
Pmg is obtained from rules containing body occurrences of m-p. These are the 
(modified original) rules defining p in P”‘g and the magic rules obtained from the 
rules defining p in P. Using simultaneous induction on the iterations of procedure 
Gen_QRP-constraintsandprocedureGen-predicate-constraints,itcan 

be shown that C2,,, the QRP constraint generated for predicate m-p in Pmg, is 
implied by the predicate constraint Ci for predicate p in P. By hypothesis, the 
conjunction of constraints in the body of each rule containing a body occurrence of 
p implies the PTOL of C; on this literal. Magic rules defining m-p in Pq’p,mg are 
obtained from such body occurrences of p. The claim follows from the property of 
constraint magic rewriting (the relationship between the constraints present in a 

“There could be many such rules if the QRP constraint propagated was a nontrivial disjunction. 
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magic rule and the rule from which it was generated) in obtaining P9’p,“‘g from 
P9’P. 

This concludes the proof of the theorem. 0 

7.4. CombiningGen_Prop_predicate-constraintsand Gen-Prop- 

QRP-constraints 

Consider a CQL program P, with linear arithmetic constraints, such that the 
bottom-up evaluation of P computes only ground facts. In this section, we show 
several results about the rewritten program obtained by combining procedures 
Gen_Prop_predicate-constraintsandGen_Prop-QRP-constraintsOn 

program P. 

Theorem 7.3. Consider a CQL program P, with linear arithmetic constraints, such that 
the bottom-up evaluation of P computes only ground facts. Then the bottom-up 
evaluation of P pred,qrp computes a subset of the facts computed by the bottom-up 
evaluation of P9rp,pred. 

PROOF. Consider a CQL program P satisfying the conditions of the theorem. 
From Theorem 4.8, it follows that the evaluation of Ppred,‘Jrp computes a subset of 
the facts computed by the evaluation of P VP From Theorem 4.6, it follows that . 
the evaluation of Pqrp computes the same set of facts as the evaluation of 
pqrp>pred_ Combining these two results, we have a proof of the theorem. 0 

The following result indicates that consecutive applications of procedure 
Gen-Prop-predicate-constraintsonaprogramare redundant. 

Theorem 7.4. Consider a CQL program P, with linear arithmetic constraints. Then for 
each predicate p, the minimum predicate constraint Cl, on predicate p in P pred is 
equivalent to C,, the minimum predicate constraint on predicate p in P. 

If the bottom-up evaluation of P computes only ground facts, the bottom-up 
evaluation of Ppredvpred computes the same set of facts for each program predicate 
as the bottom-up evaluation of Ppred. 

The first half of the result follows from the definition of minimum predicate 
constraints. The second half of the result is a corollary of Theorem 4.6. 

The following result indicates that consecutive applications of procedure 
Gen_Prop_QRP-constraints on a program are redundant. 

Theorem 7.5. Consider a CQL program P, with linear arithmetic constraints. Then for 
each predicate p, the QRP constraint C1, generated by procedure Gen-QRP- 

constraints on predicate p in P9’P is equivalent to C,, the QRP constraint 
generated by procedure Gen-QRP-constraints on predicatep in P. 

If the bottom-up evaluation of P computes only ground facts, the bottom-up 
evaluation of P9rps qrp computes the same set of facts for each program predicate as 
the bottom-up evaluation of PqrP. 

The result can be shown by induction of the iterations of procedure Gen-QRP- 

constraints on P and PqrP. 
From Theorems 7.4 and 7.5, it follows that in rewriting a program using 

Gen_Prop-predicate-constraints and Gen-Prop-QRP-constraints, 
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one only needs to alternate between the two rewritings; consecutive applications of 
the same rewriting are redundant. 

From Theorem 4.8, we know that Prredvqrp is the rewritten program obtained by 
generating and propagating the minimum QRP constraints for predicates in P. The 
next result shows that more than one alteration of procedures Gen_Prop-predi- 

cate-constraints and Gen-Prop-QRP-constraints is redundant. 

Theorem 7.6. Consider a CQL program P, with linear arithmetic constraints. Then: 

l The minimum predicate constraint CI, on predicate p in Prred,qrp is equivalent 
to Cp, the minimum QRP constraint on predicate p in P. 

l The minimum QRP constraint C2, on predicate p in Ppred,qrr is equivalent to 
Cp, the minimum QRP constraint on predicate p in P. 

A corollary to the second part of Theorem 7.6 follows. 

Corollary 7.7. Consider a CQL program P, with linear arithmetic constraints. If the 
bottom-up evaluation of P computes only ground facts, PSI, where Sl is the 
sequence (pred, qrp, pred, qtp}, computes the same set of facts for each program 
predicate as Pp’ed,qrp. 

7.5. Adding Constraint Magic Rewriting 

Constraint magic rewriting requires that the predicates be adorned first. Because 
adorning a program can make different occurrences of the same predicate p have 
different adornments and thus be treated as different predicates, it helps to adorn 
the program prior to applying any of procedures Gen-Prop-predicate- 

constraints andGen_Prop_QRP-constraints. 

Consider a bf adorned CQL program P, with linear arithmetic constraints. In 
this section, we discuss properties about a sequence of applications of procedures 
Gen-Prop-predicate-constraints, Gen-Prop-QRP-constraints, and 
constraint magic rewriting on P. Example 7.1 shows that constraint magic rewriting 
and the sequence of rewritings, procedures Gen_Prop-predicate- 

constraints and Gen_Prop_QRP-constraints are not confluent; that is, 
Prred,qrJ’,ms does not compute the same set of facts as Pms,rred,qrr. In the example, 
Prred,qrr,ms computed fewer facts than Pms,rred,qrr for all input databases. We 
now show that this is true, in general. 

Theorem 7.8. Consider a bf adorned CQL program P, with linear arithmetic con- 
straints, such that the bottom-up evaluation of P computes only ground facts. Then 
for all databases D and pattern of constants in the actual query, the bottom-up 
evaluation of Ppred, q’p, mg on database D computes a subset of the set of facts 
computed by the bottom-up evaluation of Pms,rred*qrp on database D. 

PROOF. Consider a CQL program P satisfying the conditions of the theorem. 
Using arguments similar to the proof of Theorem 7.2, it can be seen that each rule 
in PJ’red,qrr,mg has at least as many constraints as the corresponding rules in Pmg. 

Hence, to prove the theorem we only need prove that the minimum QRP 
constraints generated and propagated for each (magic and nonmagic) derived 
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predicate p in P”g are implied by the conjunction of constraints present in the 
body of each rule defining p in Ppred,qrJ’,mg. F’ t us , we prove certain results about 
the application ofprocedure Gen_Prop-predicate-constraints on P”‘g. 

Claim 1. The minimum predicate constraints generated for each nonmagic 
predicate p and the corresponding magic predicate m-p in Pmg by procedure 
Gen-predicate-constraints are implied by the minimum QRP con- 
straints generated for predicate p in P. 

PROOF OF CLAIM 1. (Sketch). The claim is proved by induction on the SCC 
structure of Pmg. 

For the base case, consider the magic predicate m-q corresponding to the query 
predicate q in Pmg and the database predicates in P”g. The minimum predicate 
constraint on the magic predicate m-q is given to be true, because every query is 
possible. Because the minimum predicate constraints on the database predicates in 
P are the same as the minimum predicate constraints on the corresponding 
predicates, in Pmg, the minimum QRP constraints on the database predicates in P 
trivially imply the minimum predicate constraints on the database predicates in 
P”g. 

Now consider the induction step. Consider SCC Si of Pmg and predicate m-p 
in Si. The minimum predicate constraint obtained for m-p in P”‘g is based on the 
predicate occurrences in the body of the rules defining m-p and the minimum 
predicate constraints for those predicates in P”g. For each rule mr, in P”g 
defining m-p, consider the rule r in P from which it was generated. The body of 
rule r in P contains occurrences of all the body predicates and constraints 
occurring in the body of mr,. In the process of computing the minimum QRP 
constraint for p in P, procedure Gen_Prop-predicate-constraints propa- 
gated the minimum predicate constraint associated with each literal in the body of 
r in P. Theorem 7.6 guarantees that the minimum QRP constraint for p in P 
would not be different had the minimum QRP constraint been associated with 
each literal in the body of r in P. By the induction hypothesis, this minimum QRP 
constraint for a predicate p1 in the body of r implies the minimum predicate 
constraint for the corresponding predicate p, in the body of mr,, if p1 was defined 
in a lower SCC of P”g. If p1 in the body of mr, is not defined in a lower SCC of 
P”‘g, it has to be defined in Si. The proof now requires an additional induction on 
the iterations performed by procedure Gen-predicate-constraints on P”g. 

From this it follows that the minimum predicate constraint on m-p in P”g is 
implied by the minimum QRP constraint on p in P. 

Consider now predicate p defined in S, of Pmg. Again, the minimum predicate 
constraint for p depends on the minimum predicate constraints associated with 
predicates in the bodies of rules defining p. The rules defining p in P”g are 
similar to rules defining p in P. The only additional literal is an occurrence of 
m-p. Again, an application of Theorem 7.6 and the form of the minimum predicate 
constraints for m-p ensures that the minimum predicate constraint on p in P”g is 
implied by the minimum QRP constraint on p in P. This concludes the induction 
step and the proof of the claim. q 

Claim 2. If Cl, is the minimum QRP constraint generated for predicate p in P 
and C2, is the minimum QRP constraint generated for predicate p in Pmg, 
then Cl, 3 C2,. 
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PROOF OF CLAIM 2. This is very similar to the proof of Claim 1 in the proof of 
Theorem 7.2, except that it additionally requires an application of Theorem 7.6 
along with the foregoing Claim 1. 0 

Claim 3. If Cl,, is the conjunction of constraints in the body of a rule defining 
m-p in Ppred,qrJ’,ms and C2,, is the minimum QRP constraint generated for 
predicate m-p in Pms, then Cl,, 1C2,,. 

PROOF OF CLAIM 3. This is very similar to the proof of Claim 2 in the proof of 
Theorem 7.2, except that it additionally requires an application of Theorem 7.6 
along with the foregoing Claim 1. By combining Claims 2 and 3, we have a proof of 
the theorem. q 

The following theorem shows that generating and propagating predicate con- 
straints on Ppred,qrJ’ prior to constraint magic rewriting is redundant. 

Theorem 7.9. Consider a bf adorned CQL program P, with linear arithmetic con- 
straints, such that the bottom-up evaluation of P computes only ground facts. Then 
the bottom-up evaluation of PSI, where Sl is the sequence (pred, qrp, pred, mg) 
computes the same set of facts for each predicate as the bottom-up evaluation of 
Ps2, where S2 is the sequence (pred, qrp, mg). 

PROOF. Consider a CQL program P satisfying the conditions of the theorem. 

Claim 1. Consider a rule r in Ppred,qrp of the form 

r:p(X):-C,,pl(xl),...,Pn(Xn)., 

where C, is the conjunction of constraints in the body of the rule. Let Cpi be the 
minimum QRP constraint on predicate pi in P. Then, 

LTOP( pi(x), &&)) ‘cp; 

PROOF OF CLAIM 1. The proof is a direct consequence of the fact that the 
conjunction of constraints in the body of each rule in Ppred*qrp is stronger than the 
conjunction of constraints in the body of the corresponding rule in P. 0 

Claim 2. Let p,(x,>, . . . , pt(X7;;) be all the body occurrences of pi in Ppred,qrJ’. Let 
Cpi be the minimum QRP constraint on predicate pi in P. Then 

5 LTOf'(pi(X;),nq(Cr,j)) ICp,’ 
j=l 

where C,, j is the conjunction of constraints in the body of the rule containing 
the occurrence pi(xi>. 

PROOF OF CLAIM 2. The conjunction of constraints LTOP(p,q, II$C,, j)> re- 

stricts the set of pi facts that can be used in literal p,(q). Because cp, is the 
minimum QRP constraint on predicate pi, each ground pi fact that satisfies C,! 
must satisfy at least one of the LTOPs of the various pi literals, else that fact 
would be a witness for the nonminimality of Cp,. Consequently, CpX ZJ the disjunc- 
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tion of the LTOPs. From Claim 1, we have that the disjunction of the LTOPs 1 C,,,. 
Combining the two, we have a proof of the claim. 

From Theorem 7.6, we know that the minimum predicate constraint Cl, on 
predicate p in Ppred,qrp is equivalent to Cp, the minimum QRP constraint on 
predicate p in P. From the preceding two claims, it follows that propagating Cl, 
(using Gen_Prop-predicate-constraints) would not change the constraints 
associated with any rule. Consequently, applying constraint magic rewriting on 
Ppred,qrJ and Ppred,qrJ’*pred would result in equivalent corresponding (nonmagic 
and magic) rules. This proves the desired result. III 

7.6. An Optimal Sequence of Transformations 

We now show that Ppred,qrp,“‘s is optimal among a class of transformation 
sequences on program P. 

Theorem 7.10. Consider a bf adorned CQL program P, with linear arithmetic con- 
straints, such that the bottom-up evaluation of P computes only ground facts. 
Conskier the class of all programs obtained from P using a sequence of applications 
of procedure Gen_Prop-predicate-constraints, procedure 
Gen-Prop-QRP- constraints, and constraint magic rewriting, such that con- 
straint magic rewn’ting is applied only once. Among all such programs, P pred, qrp, mg 
is optimal in that it computes a subset of the facts computed by any other program 
from this class, for all input databases. 

PROOF. Consider a CQL program P satisfying the conditions of the theorem, and 
consider the class of programs obtained from P using a sequence of applications of 
procedure Gen-Prop-predicate-constraints, procedure Gen-Prop-QRP- 

constraints, and constraint magic rewriting, such that constraint magic rewrit- 
ing is applied only once. 

Such programs can be denoted by Ps’, where Sl is the sequence of transforma- 
tions 

( pred'l , qrpjl , . . . , pred’k , q1pjk , mg, predik+ 1, q&k+ 1, . . . , pred’n , qlp in}. 
From Theorems 7.4, 7.5, and 7.6, it follows that any such program computes the 
same set of facts for each program predicate as the program Ps2, where S2 is the 
sequence of transformations {pred, qrp, pred, mg, pred, qrp). From Theorem 7.8, it 
follows that the program Ps3, where S3 is the sequence {pred, qtp, pred, pred, qrp, 
mg} computes a subset of the set of facts computed by Ps2, for all input databases. 
Using another application of Theorems 7.4, 7.6, and 7.9, we have that Ps3 is 
equivalent to Ppred, qrps mg for all input databases. This gives us the desired 
optimality result. 0 

The importance of Theorem 7.10 is in prescribing an optimal order in which to 
apply Gen_Prop_predicate-constraints,Gen-Prop_QRP-constraints, 
and the constraint magic rewriting on bf adorned program P, if we desire a 
rewritten program P’, such that the bottom-up evaluation of P’: 

l utilizes constraint information present in the program P, 

l utilizes the actual facts present in the database and the pattern of constants 
in the actual query, and 

l computes only ground facts. 
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To summarize, the optimal order for rewriting bf adorned CQL program P, with 
linear arithmetic constraints, is as follows: 

Apply procedure Gen_Prop-predicate-constraints on P to generate 
and propagate minimum predicate constraints. Let the resultant program be 
ppred. 

Apply procedure Gen-Prop-QRP-constraints on Ppred to generate and 
propagate minimum QRP constraints. Let the resultant program be Ppredaqrp. 
Apply constraint magic transformation on P pred, qrP to obtain P Pre4 q’P* mg 

The program PJ’red,qrp,mg is the resultant optimized program. 

Z 7. Other Classes of Adornments 

A natural question to ask is how do procedures Gen_Prop_predicate- 

constraints, Gen-Prop-QRP-constraints, and constraint magic rewriting 
interact when given a program P adorned using a class of adornments different 
from bf. One such possibility is the class of bcf adornments of Mumick et al. [9], 
where the ‘c’ adornment denotes an argument that is independently constrained. 

Given a bcf adorned CQL program P, with.linear arithmetic constraints, such 
that the bottom-up evaluation of P computes only ground facts, it can be seen 
easily that the rewritten program obtained by applying either of procedures 
Gen_Prop_predicate-constraintsorGen_Prop_QRP-constraintsalso 

computes only ground facts. Further, each of these transformations also preserves 
the semantics of the ‘c’ adornment. Intuitively, this is because these transforma- 
tions only add constraints to rule bodies without altering the core of the program. 

The main problem is that for the class of bcf adornments, constraint magic 
rewriting alone does not guarantee that the evaluation of the rewritten program 
P”‘g computes only ground facts, even if the evaluation of the original program P 
computed only ground facts. However, for groundable programs 191, one could 
replace the constraint magic rewriting described in Section 7.2 by (a suitably 
enhanced version of) the GMT algorithm to obtain a magic rewriting that com- 
putes only ground facts. 

We conjecture that our results for the class of bf adornments can be extended 
to the class of groundable programs with bcf adornments as well. The intuition 
behind this conjecture is that each of the three transformations for the class of 
groundable programs with bcf adornments preserves the semantics of the ‘c’ 
adornment. Further, none of the proofs of the various results relied on the actual 
adornment class used by the program. 

8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

We formally defined the problem of propagating constraints occurring in a pro- 
gram without altering the syntactic program structure, using the notion of mini- 
mum query-relevant predicate constraints. If these constraints are propagated into 
a program, the rewritten program is query-equivalent to the original program (on 
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all input EDBs) and computes only facts that are constraint-relevant to the 
program on an input EDB. We showed that the problem of determining whether 
any representation for the minimum QRP constraints for program predicates is 
finite is undecidable, in general, for linear arithmetic constraints. We presented 
two procedures: (1) for generating and propagating minimum predicate constraints 
based on the definition of predicates and (2) for generating and propagating 
query-relevant predicate constraints based on the uses of predicates, and showed 
that a combination of these procedures generates and propagates minimum QRP 
constraints if it terminates. It is the generation aspect that is nonterminating; once 
we have a finite minimum QRP constraint, the propagation uses fold/unfold 
transformations and always terminates. We also identified a class of programs for 
which our procedure terminates. 

We described a uniform framework-namely, a combination of Magic Tem- 
plates and (possibly simpler versions of) our procedures for generating and propa- 
gating minimum predicate constraints and QRP constraints-for the results of this 
paper and for related work in the literature for propagating constraint selections. 
By considering semantic manipulation of constraints, the techniques presented 
here significantly extend earlier work. 

We studied the interaction of our procedures (for generating and propagating 
minimum predicate constraints and QRP constraints) with the Magic Templates 
transformation for a class of programs where the Magic Templates evaluation 
computes only ground facts if the original program computed only ground facts. 
We showed the optimality (among a class of transformation sequences where the 
Magic Templates rewriting is applied exactly once> of a transformation sequence 
that applies the Magic Templates transformation afrer generating and propagating 
minimum QRP constraints. 

There are several directions in which this work can be extended. One important 
direction is to identify classes of programs for which there is a terminating 
procedure to compute minimum predicate constraints and minimum QRP con- 
straints. A promising candidate is the class of programs called “strongly unique” 
programs by Brodsky and Sagiv [3]. 

By first propagating predicate constraints, it may be possible for a Magic 
Templates evaluation to terminate, whereas the evaluation may not have termi- 
nated otherwise. Another interesting problem is to study this interaction between 
our procedure for computing minimum predicate constraints and the Magic 
Templates transformation when the evaluation computes constraint facts. 

APPENDIX A FOLD/ UNFOLD TRANSFORMATIONS 

In this section, we formally define the fold, unfold, and definition steps for 
programs in a constraint query language, restricted to the transformations required 
for our purposes. 

The set Pi, i 2 0, is the set of rules in the program obtained after applying i 
definition, fold, or unfold steps. The set Ni, i 2 0, is the set of rules defining new 
predicates after applying i definition, fold, or unfold steps. At any step, a definition, 
fold, or unfold step may be applied to produce Pi and Ni from Pi_ 1 and iV_ i, for 
i > 0. The set P,, is the set of rules in the initial program P, and the set of rules 
defining new predicates, N,, is initially 0. 
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Definition Step 

1. Let r*,..., r, be m rules of the form 

r,:p’(X):-C,(Z),p(X). 

r,:p’(X):-C,(X),p(X)., 

where the variables in x are distinct variables, each C,(x), 1 I i I m, is a 
conjunction of constraints, p’ is a predicate not appearing in Pi_ r, IV_ 1, and 
p is a predicate appearing in PO. 

2. The updated set of program rules is given by Pi = Pi._, U {rl, . . . , r,}. The 
updated set of rules defining new predicates is given by Ni = ZV_ 1 U {r,, . . . , rm). 

Note that because the variables occurring in the head of the rule are all and 
only the variables occurring in the body of the rule, the problems described in [51 
do not apply. 

Unfolding Step 

1. Let r be a rule in Pi_ 1, p(x) a body literal occurring in r, and let rl, . . . , r,, 
be all the rules in Pi_ 1 whose head literals are unifiable with J(X). 

2. Let r;, 1 <j in, be the result of resolving r with rj upon p(X). 
3. The updated set of program rules is given by Pi = (Pi_ 1 - {r}) U {r;, . . , , ri). 

The set of rules defining’ new predicates remains unchanged, i.e., Ni = iv_ 1. 

Folding Step 

1. Let r be a rule in Pi_ 1 of the form 

- 
r:p,(~):-C,(Y),C,(X,),p,(X,),...,C,(X,),P,(X,)., 

where each C,(XT, 1 I i I n, is a conjunction of constraints on the variables 
in p,(TJ, and C,(Y) is also a conjunction of constraints. Let rl be a rule in 
ZV_ 1 of the form 

rl:p’(X):-C(X),p,(X)., 

where x is a tuple of distinct variables and C(x) is a conjunction of 
constraints. 

2. Let there be a substitution 0 and a body literal pi(xi> in r such that 
pi(Q =pi(x)e and Ci(m I C(x)O. 

3. Let r’ be a rule obtained from r by deleting the literal pi(x) from the body 
of the rule and adding p(x)8 to the body. 

4. The folding step is described by Pi = (Pi_ ,{r)) U {r ‘1; Ni = Ni- 1. 

Note that we do not mark rules as “foldable” or not, as is done in [ll. The 
procedure that uses these steps to rewrite a program in a constraint query language 
ensures that no undesirable folds (like a rule being folded by itself) occur. 
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Definition B.1 (Sips). Let R be a rule and let p,, be the head literal restricted to 
the set of bound arguments. Let Lits(R) be the set of literals in the body of R. 
A sideways information passing strategy (or sips) for rule R is a labeled graph that 
satisfies the following conditions: 

1. 
2. 

3. 

Each node is either a subset or a member of Lits(R) U {pJ. 
Each arc is of the form N -fX 4, where N is a subset of Lits(R) U IpJ, q is a 
member of Lits(R), and x is a set of variables, such that each variable of x 
appears in q. 
There exists a partial ordering of the literals in Lits(d> U {pJ such that (a) 
ph is first, (b) for each arc, all the literals in its tail precede the literal at its 
head, and Cc) the literals that do not appear in the sips follow all others. 

APPENDIX B MAGIC TEMPLATES TRANSFORMATIONS 

Magic Templates transformations are used to imitate top-down computations using 
bottom-up computation. The major advantage they provide is that they allow a 
bottom-up computation to be specialized with respect to the query, thus improving 
the efficiency of answering queries. A brief description of the Magic Templates 
transformation is presented here, and the reader is referred to [lo] and 1161 for 
further details. 

First, we define the concepts of sideways information passing strategies (sips). 
An argument of a literal in a rule is considered to be bound if that argument is 
bound (not necessarily to a constant) in the evaluation under consideration. 
Intuitively, for a rule of a program, a sip represents a decision about the order in 
which the literals of the rule are to be evaluated when a given set of head 
arguments is known to be bound; different sips can be chosen for each head 
binding pattern. 

A sips for a program consists of a sips for each rule in the program. 

A binding pattern, or adornment, for an n-ary predicate p can be represented as 
a string a of length n on the alphabet {b, f}, where b stands for bound and f 
stands for free. At compile time, we can compute the binding patterns, also called 
adornments, for predicates that arise during the evaluation of a given query, for a 
given choice of sips. 

Definition B.2 (Adornedprogram). Let P be a program, S be any sip strategy for P, 
and Q be a query of P. The adorned version of the program AP is obtained as 
follows. 

1. For each derived predicate p, for each rule that has p as its head predicate, 
and for each adornment a for p, we construct a new adorned version of the 
rule. The predicate p in the head is replaced by the adorned predicate pa. A 
sip that matches p” is chosen from S. Next, each derived predicate in the 
body of the rule is replaced by an adorned version, obtained as follows.” We 
replace the pi( 1 by pl% ) where an argument position in ai is marked bound 
when: 
- the argument in that position is a constant, or 

” For simplicity, we assume that the sip strategy S has at most one arc entering a given literal. The 
reader is referred to [lo] for the general case. 
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l the variable in that position appears in the label of the sip arc entering the 
literal. 

The arguments of the literal in the new rule remain unchanged. We have 
thus replaced the original predicates and rules by a collection of adorned 
predicates and rules. 

2. We replace the query by an adorned version. If the query predicate is q, the 
actual query determines bindings for q, and we replace q by the appropriate 
adorned version. 

3. Finally, we eliminate adorned predicates and rules defining these predicates 
that are not reachable from the query. 

Intuitively, an adorned literal pa corresponds to an evaluation of the predicate 
p with some arguments bound and the other arguments free, as indicated by the 
adornment. 

Definition B.3 (Magic Templates transfomation). Let P be a program, S be any sip 
strategy for P, and Q be a query of P. The Magic Templates transformation 
results in a new program MP obtained as follows. Initially, MP is empty. 

1. 
2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

First, create an adorned version AP of P. 
Create a new predicate m-p for each adorned predicate p in AP, where the 
arity of m-p is the number of bound arguments in the adornment for p. 
For each rule in AP, add the modified version of the rule to MP. If a rule has 
head p(S), the modified version of this rule is obtained by adding the literal 
m-p(?) to the body, where Sb is the set of bound argument positions of S. 
For each rule R in AP with head p(S) and for each literal q(j), add a magic 
rule to MP. The head is m_q(ib). The body contains the literal m_p(sb) if 
the tail contains the special literal p,,, and all the literals in the body of R 
that are in the tail of the sip arc in S with head q(S). 
Create a seed fact m_q(.Fb) from the query Q. 

The intuition behind the magic sets rewriting is to compute a set of auxiliary 
(magic) predicates that contain the goals. The rules in the program are then 
modified by attaching additional literals that act as filters and prevent the rule from 
generating irrelevant facts. 

APPENDIX C C ALGORITHMS 

The following procedure generates and propagates QRP constraints, though not 
the minimum possible, for each derived predicate of a program P, if it terminates: 

Gen_Prop-QRP-constraints (P) 

let p,,..., p, be the predicates defined in the program P, and 

letqbe the query predicate. 

Gen_QRP-constraints (P) . 
let C,,,..., Cp, be the QRP-constraints obtained. 

letpi,..., p,!,,be new predicates, not occurring in the program. 

forj= 1 tom do 
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perform a definition step creating kj rules with head 

pjl(X),and the sole body literalpi( 

each rule has PTOL(pj(x),C) as the conjunction of con- 

straints in the body, wherecis one of the kj disjuncts. 
end for 

for j=l tom do 

unfold the definition of pj inpinto each of the rules defin- 

ingpy. 

end for 

forj=ltomdo 

fold the original definition of p,! into rules in P containing 
body occurrences of pj. 

end for 

the resultant program P’ has all the QRP-constraints propa- 

gated. 

1 

Gen-QRP-constraints (P) 

I 

letp,,..., p,,,be the predicates defined in the program P. 
let q (one of thepi's) be the query predicate. 

for i= 1 tom do 

Cl,, = false. 
end for 

Cl, = true. 
repeat 

assumingCl,,,as a QRP-constraint for eachp,,obtain literal 

focro~n~;r;;n,"s,>&K) for each literal in each rule in P. 

C2,( = V each LTOP(pim,C,,c& for pi(XI) in a rule in P. 
end for 

for i= 1 tom do 

if (C2,, 1 Cl,,) then 

‘mark' pi. 
else 

‘unmark' pi_ 
Cl,, = Cl,, v c2,, . 

end if 

end for 

until (all predicates are‘marked') 

Cl,, is the QRP-constraint obtained for eachpi. 
I 

The following procedure generates minimum predicate constraints for each 
derived predicate of a program P: 

Gen-Prop-predicate-constraints (P) 

C 
let p,, . . . , p,,,be the predicates defined in the program P. 
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let bI,..., b,, be the database predicates. 

let Cl,,, . . . , Cl, be the minimum predicate constraints fo 

database pred:cates. 
/* These predicate constraints are part of the input. */ 

Gen_predicate-constraints(P,Clb,,...,C1,n). 

let Clp,,..., Clpm be the predicate constraints obtained. 

for each rule inP of the form: ~i:p(x):-C,~,pi,~>,...,pi,~ do 
let each Cl,,,, lsj<khavecijdisjuncts. 
creates,* ****ciknew rules of the form: 

ri,h:P(X): - C,, C3;.,, Pil(x,1>, *. * ,C3;,,, Pik(Xik) 
where eachC3Lz, ys a disjunct of PTOL(pij(x,i),Cl,,,) 

end for 
the resultant program is composed of the new set of rules. 

Gen_predicate-constraints(P,C1,l,...,C1,n) 

{ 
let p,,..., p,,,be the predicates defined in the program P. 
let bI,..., b,,be tne database predicates, and 

Cl,i,l~ i I n the corresponding minimum predicate con- 

iningp,, 15 i<m. 
straints. 

1etWbe the rules inPdef 

for i= 1 tom do 

Cl,, = false. 
end for 

repeat 

Single-step (W,Clpl,. . .,Cl,_,Cl,,,. . . ,Clbn). 
for i=l tom do 

if (C2,, 2 Cl,,) then 

mark ‘pi. 
else 

'unmark ‘pi. 
Cl,, = Cl,, v c2,, . 

end if 

end for 

until (all predicates are 'marked') 

Cl,, is the minimum predicate constraint obtained for 

Pi * 

Single-step (9,Cl,,, . . .,Clpm,Clb,,. . .,Cl,“) 

fori=ltomdo 

C2,: = false. 
end for 
let the rules insberI,...,rk. 

fori=ltokdo 
let rule ri be of the form: r,:g&k- c,(~>,Pil(~),..., PisO- 

C2,, = C2,, V LTOP(pjmy ndCi(x)& A ~=,PTOL(Pi,~,Cl;),h))) 
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for each choiceCILh of a disjunct fromClpih. 

/* The disjunction of the LTOPs is the inferred head 

constraint for rule ri. */ 
end for 

return C2,,,...,C2,m. 

The following procedure generates and propagates minimum QRP constraints 
for each derived predicate of a program P, if it terminates: 

Constraint-rewrite (P) 

letqbe the query predicate. 

define a new predicate q, with the same arity as q, and let 

the only rule definingq, be 

q,(F):-q@& 
whereX,is a tuple of distinct variables. 

add this rule top, and call the resultant program Pl. 

the predicateq, is the new query predicate. 

Gen-Prop-predicate-constraints (Pl). 

call the resultant program P2. 

Gen-Prop-QRP-constraints (P2). 

delete rules definingq, from the resultant program. 

the resultant program P3 is the rewritten program obtained 

by generating 

and propagating minimum QRP-constraints. 

APPENDIX D pVP,mk- VERSUS p”‘h-9 4’P 

We first give an example where using procedure Gen_Prop_QRP-constraints 

on a program P followed by a constraint magic rewriting on the rewritten program 
is preferable to using constraint magic rewriting on P followed by using procedure 
Gen_Prop_QRP-constraints on the rewritten program. 

Example D. I (P 4’~ mg is better than Pmg,qrp). Consider the following program P: 

rl:q(X,Y):-al(X,Y),XI4. 

r2:al(X,Y):-bl(X,Z),a2(Z,Y). 

r3:a2(X,Y):-b2(X,Y). 

r4:a2(X,Y):-b2(X,Z),a2(Z,Y)., 

where q is the query predicate. Each of the rules is range-restricted and hence the 
bottom-up evaluation of P computes only ground facts. Procedure Gen_QRP- 

constraints would infer the QRP constraint for al as $1 I 4, and the QRP 
constraint for a2 as true. Propagating these constraints (using the fold/unfold 
transformations), we would get the following program Pq’p: 

rl:q(X,Y):-al(X,Y),XI4. 

r2:al( X, Y) : - bl( X, Z), X S 4, a2( Z, Y). 
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r3:a2(X,Y):-62(X,Y). 

~~:~~(X,Y):-~~(X,Z),CZ~(Z,Y). 

Using constraint magic rewriting on this program (using the query adornment ff), 
we would get P4rP*mg: 

rl: qff(X,Y):-m-qff,al’f(X,Y),XI4. 

mrl:m_alff: - m_qff. 

r2: ulff(X,Y):-m-al “,bl( X,Z),XS 4,u2bf(Z,Y). 

mr2:m_a2bf( Z) : - m_ulff, bl( X, Z), XI 4. 

mr3:m_u2bf(Z):-m_u2bf(X),b2(X,Z). 

r3: u2bf(X,Y):-m._u2bf(X),b2(X,Y). 

r4: u2bf(X,Y):-m_u2bf(X),b2(X,Z),u2bf(Z,Y). 

This resultant program is also range-restricted, and hence computes only ground 
facts. 

On the other hand, if constraint magic rewriting were applied on P directly, we 
would obtain Pmg: 

r-1: qff(X,Y):-m_qff,ulff(X,Y),XS4. 

mrl:m_ulff: - m_qff. 

r2: ulff(X,Y):-m_ulff,hl(X,Z),u2bf(Z,Y). 

mr2:m_u2bf( Z): - m-ulff, bl( X, Z). 

mr3:m-u2bf(Z):-m_u2bf(X),b2(x,z). 

r3: u2bf(X,Y):-m_u2bf(X),b2(X,Y). 

r4: u2bf(x,Y):-m_u2bf(X),b2(X,Z),u2bf(z,y). 

On this rewritten program, procedure Gen_QRP- constraints would infer the 
QRP constraint $1 2 4 for ulff; the rest of the derived predicates have true as their 
minimum QRP constraint. Propagating this constraint, we would obtain Pmgsqrp: 

rl: qff(X,Y):-m_qff,ulff(X,Y),X14. 

mrl:m_alff: - m_qff. 

r2: ulff(X,Y):-m-al ff,bl(X,Z),X~4,u2bf(Z,Y). 

mr2:m_u2’f( Z): - m_ulff, bl( X, Z). 

mr3:m_u2’f( Z) : - m_u2’f( X), b2( X, Z). 

r3: a2bf(X,Y):-m_u2bf(X),b2(X,Y). 

r4: u2bf(X,Y):-m_u2bf(X),b2(X,Z),u2bf(Z,Y). 

Again this program is range-restricted, and hence computes only ground facts. 
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Note, however, that the two programs PqrP,“‘g and Pmg,qrp are not equivalent. 
In particular, rule mr2 differs in the two programs. Rule mr2 in PqrJ’,mg is more 
restrictive than rule mr2 in Pmg*qrp, and hence the evaluation of Pq’J’,“‘g computes 
fewer facts than the evaluation of Pmg,qrJ’, in general. 

We now give an example where using constraint magic rewriting on P followed 
by using procedure Gen-Prop-QRP-constraints on the rewritten program is 
preferable to using procedure Gen_Prop-QRP- constraints on a program P 
followed by using constraint magic rewriting on the rewritten program. 

Example D. 2 (P mg, VP is better than Pq’P,“‘g). Consider the following program P: 

rl:q(X,Y):-al(X,Y). 

r2:al(X,Y):-bl(X,Z),XI4,a2(Z,Y). 

r3:a2(X,Y):-b2(X,Y). 

r3:a2(X,Y):-b2(X,Z),a2(Z,Y)., 

where q is the query predicate. Procedure Gen_QRP-constraints would infer 
the QRP constraint for al as true and the QRP constraint for a2 as true. 
Consequently, Pqrp would be the same as P. Using constraint magic rewriting on 
this program (using the query adornment bf), we would get PqrPsmg: 

rl: qbf(X,Y):-m_qbf(X),albf(X,Y). 

mrl :m_albf( X) : - m_qbf( X) . 

r2: albf(X,Y):-m_albf(X),bl(X,Z),X<4,a2bf(Z,Y). 

mr2:m_a2’f( Z) : - m_al’f( X), bl( X, Z), X 5 4. 

mr3:m_a2bf( Z) : - m_a2’f( X), b2( X, Z). 

r3: a2bf(X,Y):-m_a2bf(X),b2(X,Y). 

r4: a2bf(X,Y):-m_a2bf(X),b2(X,Z),a2bf(Z,Y). 

This resultant program is also range-restricted, and hence computes only ground 
facts. 

On the other hand, if constraint magic rewriting were applied on P directly, we 
would obtain P”‘g, which is the same as P ~‘P,w (because P is the same as PqrJ’). 
On this rewritten program, procedure Gen_QRP-constraints would infer the 
QRP constraint $1 I 4 for m-al bf* the rest of the derived predicates have true as , 
their minimum QRP constraint. Propagating this constraint, we would obtain 
pmg.vp. 

rl: qbf(X,Y):-m_qbf(X),albf(X,Y). 

mrl:m_alhf(X):-m_qbf(X),X-<4. 

r2: albf(X,Y):-m_albf(X),bl(X,Z),Xs4,a2’f(Z,Y). 

mr2:m_a2bf( Z) : - m_albf( X), bl( X, Z), X s 4. 

mr3:m_a2bf( Z) : - m_a2’f( X), b2( X, Z) . 

r3: a2bf(X,Y):-m_a2bf(X),b2(X,Y). 

r4: a2bf(X,Y):-m_a2bf(X),b2(X,Z),a2bf(Z,Y). 

Again this program is range-restricted, and hence computes only ground facts. 
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Again, the two programs PqrJ’,mg and Pmg,qrp are not equivalent. In particular, 
rule mrl differs in the two programs. Rule mrl in P ms,qrp is more restrictive than 
rule mrl in Pq’P*“‘s, and hence the evaluation of Pmg*qrp computes fewer facts 
than the evaluation of Pqrprmg 7 in general. 
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